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Abstract 

The research performed in this work investigated evaporative spray cooling systems using water 

near a 45 degree bends in gas turbine exhaust piping systems. Both experimental data and 

numerical data were generated with the goal of evaluating the ability of Fluent 6.3.26 to predict 

the performance of these systems for the purpose of design using only modest computational 

resources. Three cases were investigated in this research: single phase exhaust flow with no water 

injection, injecting water before the bend and injecting water after the bend. Various probes were 

used to measure dry bulb temperature, total pressure and water mass flux of the two phase flow at 

the exit of the pipe. Seven hole probes and pitot static probes were used to measure single phase 

flow properties.  

Numerical simulations were performed using mass flow boundary conditions which were 

generated from experimental results. A turbulence model was selected for the simulations based 

on comparisons of single phase simulations with experimental data and convergence ability. 

Using Fluent’s discrete phase model, different wall boundary conditions for the discrete phase 

were used in order to find the model which would best match the evaporation rates of the 

experimental data.  Mass flux values through the exit plane of the pipe were found to be the most 

reliable of all the two phase data collected.   

Results from numerical simulations revealed the shortcomings of the available discrete phase wall 

boundary conditions to accurately predict the interaction of the liquid phase with the wall. 

Experimental results for both cases showed extensive areas of the wall which had liquid film 

layers running down the length of the pipe. Simulations resulted in particles either failing to 

impact the wall and create a liquid film, or creating a liquid film which was much smaller than 

the film present in experimental results. This led to 8% and 15% discrepancy in evaporation 
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amounts between numerical and experimental results for water injection upstream and 

downstream of the bend respectively. Under-prediction of areas wetted with a wall film in the 

simulations also led to gross over predictions of wall temperature in numerical results.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Gas turbines emit high temperature exhaust which can reach temperatures in excess of 500
o
C. 

The reduction in temperature of both the exhaust plume and exhaust components is important for 

a variety of reasons including reducing emitted infrared radiation, allowing proper operation of 

mast mounted electronics in the presence of the plume, and allowing aircraft or personnel to 

operate in the vicinity of otherwise hot plumes or structures. Spray cooling of exhaust gasses can 

also be performed to cool ducting and exhaust components to reduce thermal expansion for 

structural reasons. Many methods are available for cooling gas turbine exhaust and exhaust 

components for the purpose of reducing the associated infrared signature such as: ejector devices, 

film cooling and effusion cooling. Evaporative spray cooling is another method, which involves 

injecting cooling water into the exhaust of the gas turbine. The evaporative spray cooling method 

is advantageous because of its simplicity, low corresponding backpressure to the engine and 

overall cooling effectiveness. The cooling effectiveness is due to the properties of water; large 

latent heat of evaporation, large specific heat and high density. The latent heat of evaporation of 

water from a liquid to a gas requires over 2000 times the energy of raising the same mass of air 

by 1 degree kelvin. This allows evaporative spray cooling systems to have a large advantage over 

cooling systems which depend on the use of cooler ambient air. To increase the effectiveness of 

evaporative spray cooling the cooling liquid is usually broken up into many small particles to 

increase the surface area of the liquid interacting with the hot gas. For the reasons listed above, a 

very small volume ratio of water can be injected to create a large decrease in exhaust temperature 

with negligible corresponding backpressure increase.  
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Due to the ever increasing price of conventional fuels, many Navies and commercial shipping 

fleets around the world are switching from steam driven turbines to gas turbines to increase the 

efficiency of their fleets. Accordingly, the U.S. navy is no longer building ships powered by 

conventional steam power plants.  Evaporative spray cooling systems can be employed in marine 

applications where gas turbines are used for the purpose of reducing plume and exhaust 

component temperature. Exhaust gas temperature reduction is also beneficial for other 

applications such in instances where power generation turbine exhaust plumes may impinge on 

structures like gas flare booms on oil and gas rigs. Due to the location of gas turbines in the ships, 

deep within the hull, the exhaust will have to be routed to the surface of the ship, which may 

require many bends. Due to these bends in exhaust systems of ships, it is pertinent to study the 

performance of evaporative spray cooling systems in bends downstream of gas turbine engines 

and evaluate the ability for different design tools to predict their performance.  

1.1 Objectives 

The objectives for this research were as follows: 

- Review other uses of evaporative spray cooling in exhaust systems and previous attempts at 

simulating these systems using commercially available CFD codes 

- Quantify the effect of different system geometries on evaporative cooling systems 

experimentally 

- Develop techniques for numerically simulating these systems using RANS based simulation 

methods while using modest computational resources 

- Develop and test different two phase flow measurement instruments and attempt to verify 

their accuracy  

- Authenticate numerical simulation methods with experimental data 
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1.2 Scope 

The scope of this project involved two parts, experimental data collection and numerical 

simulation. Finally, experimental data was used to validate computational methods. This 

experimental work involved building an experimental apparatus and data acquisition system. For 

data acquisition, new probes were designed, manufactured and verified by both the Queen’s Gas 

Turbine Lab group and the author. Four commercially available water injection nozzles were used 

to inject municipal water.  Due to time restraints and to prevent scope creep, mass flow injection 

direction, and the number of injectors, was not varied; the only change made to the experimental 

setup was the location of water injection. All experimental work was conducted at the Queen’s 

Hot Gas Wind Tunnel Laboratory on Grant Timmins Drive. 

 

The numerical work was performed using the preprocessing mesh software Gambit 2.4.6 and the 

solver used was ANSYS Fluent 6.3.26 software, both of which are commercially available. This 

software package was selected because it is the software suite used by the Queen’s Gas Turbine 

Lab and W.R. Davids who was partly funding this research. Boundary conditions for the software 

were taken from experimental results found using the Hot Gas Wind Tunnel. 

1.3 Limitations  

Due to the obvious availability of saltwater to many marine evaporative spray cooling systems, it 

is commonly employed as the cooling fluid. For simplicity in this work, municipal water at 

municipal water pressures was used as the cooling water. If salt water was used in this research, a 

large amount of scale would build up on the walls of the pipe, while this would not be ideal it 

would provide useful information.  Another limitation is the assumption of only hot air in 

numerical simulations which ignores the addition of any products of combustion that will be 
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present in the hot gas wind tunnel which was used to perform all experimental work. Products of 

combustion were not included as they were considered as they were a negligible component of 

the total mass flow through the apparatus.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Flow in Curved Pipes 

Due to the obvious need for curved and bent pipes in a variety of fluids systems, the dynamics of 

such flows have been studied in great detail. Early experiments showed that the location of the 

maximum axial velocity is shifted toward the outer wall of a curved pipe. It was later found by 

Eustace (Eustace 1910) that a secondary flow is present by injecting ink through water flowing 

through a curved pipe. Secondary flows will occur whenever fluid flows through curved pipes or 

channels. This secondary flow occurs due to a pressure gradient between the inner and outer bend 

where the pressure is greatest at the outer wall further from the center of curvature. The 

dimensionless number which represents the flow of fluid around bends is the Dean number, as 

seen below: 

   
  

√           
    2-1 

Where Re is the Reynolds number of the flow, Rpipe  is the radius of the pipe and Rbend  is the radius 

of the pipe bend. The Reynolds number for a specific pipe flow can be defined as shown below: 

             
   

 
                                               2-2 

Where ρ is the fluid density, v is the fluid velocity L is the hydraulic diameter of the pipe (which 

in the case of a round pipe is the diameter), and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid.  

The Dean number is defined as the flow Reynolds number divided by the root of the curvature 

ratio. The Dean number represents the root of the product of centrifugal forces and inertial forces 

to internal viscous forces. With very large Dean numbers occurring in pipe flows, centrifugal 

effects are as important as viscosity and inertial effects which enter before the bend.  
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 At large Dean numbers (De > 370) the centrifugal force acting on the fluid leads to an increase in 

axial velocity and volume of fluid travelling through the outer bend of the pipe. This causes the 

boundary layers to adjust by thickening near the inner bend and thinning near the outer bend. At 

the bend inlet boundary layer growth on the outer wall due to the pressure gradient may be 

sufficient to create separation of the flow from the wall, similarly low pressure on the inner wall 

will accelerate the inner boundary layer.  

 

In order to withstand the outward forces present in a pipe bend due to centrifugal forces, an 

inward radial pressure gradient is created. In a curved pipe flow an imbalance occurs between the 

radial pressure gradient and the centrifugal force which creates what is known as Prandtl’s 

secondary flow or a Dean-type secondary motion as seen in Figure 2-1. 

 

Figure 2-1: Secondary streamlines and axial-velocity contours at low and intermediate Dean 

numbers (S. A. Berger et. al) 

The velocities reached by these secondary flows can be on the scale of 20-30% of the mean axial 

flow speed. This large secondary flow can prevent the flow downstream from the bend from 
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returning to an unperturbed fully developed straight pipe flow at over 20 diameters from the bend 

(M. Anwer et. al. 1989). 

2.1.1 Particle Motion in Pipe Bends 

Much of the experimental information found regarding the motion of suspended particles in two 

phase flow in bent pipes pertained to particle impaction, impaction efficiency and the resulting 

erosion of pipes; however, there is still little experimental data of particle deposition in bends. 

Impaction efficiency is used to describe the flow of particles around a bend and is defined as the 

percentage of particles in the flow which will collide with the wall. Johnston et. al. (J. R. Johnston 

et. al. 1973) performed experiments with Reynolds numbers in the range of 311-2,071 and 

curvature ratios in the range of 5-30. Surprisingly, it was discovered that there was only a very 

weak link between impaction efficiency and curvature ratio, and that there was a stronger 

correlation between flow Reynolds number and impaction efficiency. Another dimensionless 

number which can be used to describe the motion of particles suspended in a fluid is the Stokes 

number, the Stokes number is the ratio of the stopping distance of a particle to a characteristic 

dimension of the obstacle. The Stokes number is defined below: 

    
   

  
 

Where τ is the relaxation time of the particle, Uo is the free-stream fluid velocity and dc is a 

characteristic dimension of the obstacle, which in this case is the bend radius. In 1979 Cheng et. 

al., determined that impaction efficiency can be predicted as a function of the Stokes number and 

the flow Reynolds number as seen below in Figure 2: 
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Figure 2-2: Impaction efficiency curves showing theoretical and experimental data (Y.S. 

Cheng , 1981) 

As seen in Figure 2-2 the impaction efficiency decreases along with the flow Reynolds number. 

This occurs due to an increase in the thickness of the flow boundary layer at lower Reynolds 

numbers; as a consequence of this, the particles are slowed down at a farther distance from the 

wall and fail to impact.  

In summary, particle deposition in circular bends depend on five dimensionless parameters: 

Stokes number, particle Reynolds number, interception parameter, flow Reynolds number, and 

curvature ratio. As demonstrated by Figure 2-2 above, the most important parameters are the 

Stokes number and the flow Reynolds number.  

 

2.2 Multiphase Flow 

Multiphase flow is used to describe flows which include two phases which are not chemically 

related or where two more phases are present. Multiphase flows include solid particles, liquid 

droplets or gaseous bubbles dispersed in a carrier flow. In this research the two phase flow being 

investigated is a spray flow involving liquid water, water and air vapor. 
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2.2.1 Droplet evaporation 

 

Experimental results suggest that in high temperature, atmospheric pressure environments, liquid 

droplets will usually remain at the wet bulb temperature. This will occur even in situations where 

web bulb temperature is much less than the free stream temperature. Experiments performed by 

Yuen et. al. showed that even in high temperature airstreams of 500
o
C internal water droplet 

temperature only reached a maximum of 90
o
C (Yuen et. al. 1983)   The liquid inside the droplet 

will maintain wet bulb temperature as the energy transferred to the droplet will be lost to the 

latent heat of evaporation instead warming the liquid in the droplet. The main driver for this 

evaporation is a temperature gradient at the surface of the droplet. If the temperature gradient is 

large enough the water on the surface of the droplet will begin to boil even though the inside of 

the droplet will remain at the wet bulb temperature due to subsequent evaporative cooling and 

internal recirculation. The rate of evaporation for a droplet in a high temperature air stream can 

generally be defined as the heat transfer divided by the heat of evaporation. This directly relates 

the heat transfer to the mass transfer (Yuen et. al. 1983). Many models for determining the mass 

transfer of vapor from a vaporizing droplet in a gas are available; the spherically symmetric 

droplet surrounded by stagnant gas model is discussed here. Corrections to the model are later 

made using empirical correlations for convection.  In the model being described here it is 

assumed that the liquid within the droplet is stationary and that the vaporization is a quasi-steady 

state process as the diffusion of heat and mass in the gas phase occurs much faster than in the 

liquid phase. With these assumptions the mass transfer rate from the droplet can be expressed as 

(S. K. Aggarwal et. al. 1984): 

 ̇

      
    (   )                                                       2-2 

  (  ) (    )⁄                                                           2-3 
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Where D is the mass diffusion coefficient, R is the droplet radius,    is the density of the gas, Y s 

is the mass fraction of vapour at the surface of the droplet and B is the Spalding mass transfer 

number. The Spalding mass transfer number is representative of the difference in vapour 

concentration in the near and far field surrounding the droplet. The larger this difference the 

larger the Spalding mass transfer number.  As droplets in sprays are commonly moving at a 

relative velocity to their surroundings, empirical correlations are used to represent the 

corresponding increase in the heat and mass transfer rates. Using empirical evidence from wetted 

porous spheres, the following mass transfer correlation was found (Sirignano 2000): 

 ̇   ̇  [  (      )  ⁄ (   )  ⁄ ]                                                 2-4 

Where  ̇   is the mass flux from a stationary sphere.  

 

 

2.2.2 Droplet breakup 

Liquid streams and droplets in gaseous environments can become unstable under a wide range of 

conditions, leading to droplet breakup. For all types of droplet breakup three forces are involved 

in the breakup of the liquid: surface tension, viscous and inertial forces.  The measure of 

instability of a droplet can be represented by the aerodynamic Weber number which is the ratio of 

aerodynamic forces to surface tension forces. 

   
      

 
                                                                      2-5 

Where ρ is the gas density,    is the relative velocity between the gas and the droplet, R is the 

diameter of the droplet and σ is the surface tension of the droplet.  An important condition for 

droplets in a gas is the critical Weber number, it is the point at which the droplet will not break 
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down into smaller fragments under the current flow conditions; each type of breakup will 

continue until the critical Weber number is reached.  Droplet breakup generally occurs in three 

different regimes: wave breakup, bag breakup and catastrophic breakup which can be seen in a) 

b) and respectively in Figure 2-3. 

 

Figure 2-3: Instantaneous liquid jet breakup images: a) We  = 24, b) We = 74, c) We = 437 

(C. M. Varga et. al. 2003) 

Wave breakup is characterized by small oscillations in the liquid being sheared off by 

aerodynamic forces which results in large secondary droplets; bag breakup is characterized by 

much larger oscillations creating bag-like structures which subsequently break up into droplets 

much smaller than the initial instability. Catastrophic breakup occurs at Weber numbers greater 

than 100 and results in the liquid shattering in a process referred to as atomization. Further 

breakup can occur in small particles due to deformation forces from turbulent fluctuations of the 

surrounding primary gas. 

2.2.3 Droplet size distribution 

Droplet size and volume play an important part in how the particle behaves. At Weber numbers 

lower than the critical Weber number, the surface tension of the droplet will typically minimize 

the droplet area resulting in spherical droplets. The droplet size of an entire spherical liquid 

droplet concentration is typically characterized as the Sauter mean diameter (Sirignano 2000).  
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Where Ni is the number of droplets per unit volume and di is the diameter of each droplet. In 

spray applications, the Sauter mean diameter can be described as the diameter of a single doplet 

which has the same volume to surface area ratio as the entire spray. The Sauter mean diameter is 

useful for calculating general properties of a spray field such as evaporation rate. 

In Fluent the distribution of droplet sizes is governed by the Rosin-Rammler distribution equation 

which describes the volume of liquid contained in all droplets below a given diameter. The 

fractional volume of the liquid, Φ(d) is described below (Sirignano 2000): 

 ( )     
( 

  

 
)
                                                             2-7 

Where a and b are constants which are chosen to fit the relevant data. Another common method 

to describe the size distribution of atomized droplets is a Gaussian distribution with the natural 

logarithm of droplet diameter as the variable (Sirignano 2000): 

 ( )  
 

√  

 

  
   * 

(           ) 

   +                                                 2-8 

Where dnm is the geometric mean droplet diameter: 

    (         )
 

 ⁄                                                        2-9 

In early studies, the smallest stable Sauter mean diameter of a droplet was approximated using the 

power law       
   [Gomi 1985, Pneumatic atomization with coaxial injectors] where Ug is 

the relative velocity between the droplet and the gas. Subsequent research has shown that droplet 

size is poorly described by a simple power law using only the initial relative velocity.  
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2.2.4 Spray-wall Interaction 

The modeling of spray-wall interaction is an important phenomena in a number of applications 

such as internal combustion engines, painting, metallurgy and spray cooling. Modeling spray-wall 

interaction requires understanding of the three processes involved and illustrated in Figure 2-4: 

 Liquid deposition of impinging mass 

 Secondary atomization due to hydrodynamic or thermally induced breakup 

 Heat transfer on spray impaction  

 

Figure 2-4: Spray-wall impact with heat transfer (A. L. N. Moreira et. al. 2011) 

In Fluent the wall film model accounts for these processes using four different particle impact 

fates: stick, rebound, spread and splash, depending on the droplet impact energy and the wall 

temperature. The determination of different particle fates is illustrated in Figure 2-5 showing wall 

particle impaction energy versus wall temperature where Tb is the boiling temperature of the 
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liquid. If the temperature of the wall is over the boiling point of the liquid only two particle fates 

are possible depending on the kinetic energy of the incoming particle: splash and rebound.  If the 

energy of the particle is high enough, it splashes and several new particles are created. The 

direction and magnitude of the new splashed particles are determined from empirical data. By 

setting the number of splashed particles to zero the splashing calculations are turned off. The 

coefficient of restitution for particles impacting with the wall is given by:  

                     
        

                                       2-10 

Where   is the impingement angle of the incoming particle as measured from the wall surface. 

 

Figure 2-5: Decision chart for wall interaction fates (Fluent Inc. 2006) 

The wall film model in Fluent was designed to help predict the performance of combustion in 

direct injection IC engines meaning that it may have problems predicting an extremely large wall 

film. Some major assumptions of the wall film model in Fluent are (Fluent Inc. 2006): 

 Film layer is less than 0.5mm in depth 

 The simulation is transient 

 Film layer never  exceeds liquid boiling temperature 

 Film is in direct contact with wall surface and heat transfer from the wall to the liquid 

occurs by conduction 
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2.2.5 Annular Flow 

Annular flow is a two phase pipe flow regime which is characterized by the liquid in the pipe 

being driven from the center of the pipe and forced to run along the walls, thereby creating an 

annular layer of liquid on the pipe walls. This form of two phase flow occurs when the interfacial 

shear force between the liquid and the continuous gas phase force the liquid to the walls of the 

pipe. The interface between the two phases is made up of high frequency waves and ripples 

which can be sheared off of the liquid surface. These sheared off droplets are then entrained into 

the gas flow. The mass flow of entrained droplets can in some cases even exceed the mass flow of 

liquid running along the wall of the pipe. In the flow pattern map shown in Figure 2- 2-6 the 

specific type of flow regime can be determined (Taitel et. al. 1976). To determine if the flow is 

within the annual flow regime two parameters are used: the gas phase Froude number and the 

Martinelli number:  

    
  

(   )                                                                    2-11 
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Where     is the gas phase Froude number,  ̇  is the gas phase mass flow rate,    is the gas 

phase density,    is the liquid phase density,    is the liquid phase density,    is inner diameter 

of the pipe,    is the gas velocity and   is the acceleration due to gravity. From quick calculations 

it can be found that for this research the Froude number will be approximately 70 and the 

Martenelli number will be approximately 0.23. When using these numbers in the chart in Figure 

2- 2-6 it can be seen that the two phase flow type will definitely be annular. While other studies 

and more recent maps have been made for two-phase flow patterns, the map by Taitel and Dukler 
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is still a relevant and robust map for determining which of the two-phase flow regimes a specific 

flow is located in.  

 

Figure 2- 2-6: Two-phase flow pattern map for horizontal pipes (Taitel and Dukler 1976) 

2.3 Evaporative Spray Cooling Applications 

The most common use for evaporative spray cooling in high speed air flows is for gas turbine 

inlet fogging systems. These systems are used to reduce the temperature of the incoming air to the 

turbine which results in higher mass flows through the turbine and increases the efficiency of the 

compressor. This is done due to the relationship between gas turbine performance and ambient 
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temperature conditions. The variables which are important for the operation of these systems are: 

inlet droplet size, inlet temperature, inlet relative humidity and water injection mass ratios. As 

these variables are also important in this research and both applications involve multiphase flows, 

many turbine inlet fogging studies are available have a similar goal to this research, cooling a 

high velocity/mass flow air stream using evaporative water cooling.   

In general, the studies all recommended that to achieve maximum cooling (Cyrus B. Meher-

Homji et al. 2000): 

1. the smallest droplet size possible should be used (requires a high pressure injection 

system) 

2. all droplets should be injected as far upstream as possible from the compressor to allow 

complete evaporation 

3. High purity water preferably from a reverse osmosis supply should be used to prevent 

scale build up on components 

The requirements for exhaust gas cooling are similar with the major exception that the droplets 

are not required to fully evaporate before they exit the exhaust and the water is not required to be 

purified. These differences can largely be attributed to the requirement of not having any liquid or 

solids (from unpurified water) pass through to the compressor stage of a gas turbine.  

2.4 Instrumentation  

2.4.1 Two Phase Flow Temperature Measurement 

To assess the performance of the spray cooling system, the gas phase temperature must be 

measured. The most obvious problem resulting from attempting to measure dry bulb gas 

temperature in a two phase flow is that any attempt to measure the gas flow temperature with a 
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simple temperature probe will result in the wet bulb temperature of the droplets being measured. 

For reliable measurements it is therefore necessary to prevent any wet particles from depositing 

on the probe. Much of the literature for high temperature measurement of two phase flows was 

for measurement of gas temperatures in spray drying chambers. Two methods are commonly used 

in gas temperature measurement in spray drying chambers: periodic removal of liquid from the 

probe tip and avoiding wetting of the probe (Kieviet 1997). As periodically removing liquid from 

a probe tip will not be feasible in this research, only probes which avoid wetting will be discussed 

here.  

For flows without large recirculation or eddies, a simple shield can be used to prevent particles 

from impacting a thermocouple. An additional measure to prevent wet particles from impacting 

with the thermocouple is to use ultra-fine thermocouple wire, decreasing the probability of impact 

by leaving a smaller surface area for the droplets to impact against. Due to the high speed of the 

flow in this research, ultra-fine thermocouples will likely not be used due to the likelihood of 

damage. An example of a probe used to measure dry bulb temperature in a spray drying is shown 

in Figure 2-7 (S.E. Papadakis et. al. 1988): 

 

Figure 2-7: Dry-bulb temperature probe with protective cap (S.E. Papadakis et. al. 1988) 
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2.5 Computational Fluid Dynamics 

Computational Fluid Dynamics, CFD, is the analysis of systems or problems involving a 

combination of fluid flow and heat transfer numerically through computer based simulation. It is 

important to keep in mind when using CFD that the results produced are at best only as good as 

the physical models approximating the actual physical processes. This being said, it is important 

for the CFD user to identify the processes that need to be considered and choose the correct 

models to simulate them correctly. Consideration also needs to be made toward generating a 

model which can be solved in a reasonable time frame using the existing computational resources 

available. The following section outlines programs used, various models available, and previously 

performed CFD studies.  

The mesh generation program used in this research was Gambit 2.4.6. The CFD performed in this 

research used Fluent 6.3.26 solver which uses the well-established finite volume method. The 

finite volume method uses three distinct steps to converge on a solution.  

1. Governing equations of the fluid flow are integrated across each of the control volumes in 

the solution domain. This allows the conservation of any flow variable within each 

control volume to be balanced between internal source generation and external changes. 

2. Discretization of the governing partial differential equations into discrete ―difference 

equations‖ which allow for numerical computation.  

3. Solution of the algebraic equations using an iterative method. Since the underlying 

physical phenomena occurring in many CFD simulations is complex and non-linear, an 

iterative method is required to converge upon a solution.  

This CFD portion of this research was performed using the Navier-Stokes governing 

equations which are discussed in more detail below.  
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2.5.1 CFD Governing Equations 

The Navier-Stokes equations are comprised of a continuity, momentum and energy equation 

which can be seen below in integral conservation form, meaning with reference to a stationary 

control volume (T. Cebeci et. al.). The momentum equation is only shown for the x-component of 

the flow; similar equations can be generated by substituting the appropriate direction vectors.    
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Where dΩ represents a control volume, dS represents a control surface,  ⃗  is a unit vector 

perpendicular to the infinitesimal control surface dS,  ⃗⃗  is a unit vector tangent to the surface and 

pointing in the direction of the viscous shear stress that acts on the surface,  ̇  denotes the 

volumetric rate of heat addition per unit mass and   ̇
⃗⃗  ⃗ denotes the heat conduction vector. It should 

also be noted that the equations above are full governing equations and as such they include time 

dependency. The simulations being performed in this research will produce a steady state solution 

meaning that all terms which include time dependency will be set to zero.  

2.5.2 Turbulence Modeling  

The Navier-Stokes governing equations are able to solve both laminar and turbulent flows if the 

values for the fluid properties and dependent variables are given their instantaneous values. Using 

2-18 
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the Navier-Stokes equations to directly solve turbulent flows, a process known as direct 

numerical simulation (DNS), is very computationally costly and inherently unstable due to 

unsteady eddy motions of turbulence over a wide range of scales. The solution is to replace the 

instantaneous quantities in the governing equations by the sum of their mean and fluctuating parts 

using Reynolds decomposition. This can be done by time averaging, spatial averaging and 

ensemble averaging. Time averaging is appropriate for commonly encountered stationary, 

inhomogeneous turbulence and for this reason it is usually the preferred method.  By time 

averaging velocity variables the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations can be 

written as shown in differential form (Wilcox 1994): 
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The above equations resemble the differential form of the governing Navier-Stokes equations 

with the addition of Reynolds normal, shear stress, and heat flux terms. The heat flux terms in 

addition to the Reynolds stress terms introduce additional unknowns into the equations due to six 

fluctuating viscous stress terms called Reynolds stresses, which manifest themselves in the form 

of three normal stresses:   
        ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ,   

         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅,   
         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , and three shear 

stresses:   
        ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ,   

         ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ,   
       ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ . With the addition of six more 

unknowns, without the equations to solve for them, we are left with what is known as the 

turbulence closure problem. Turbulence models can be grouped into two general categories: first 

order closure which uses the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity assumption to solve for the six unknowns 

and second order closure where the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity assumption is not used. In this 
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research only first order closure turbulence models were able to successfully reach a converged 

solution and therefore much of the literature reviewed here will be focused on them.  

 

The purpose of all RANS based turbulence models is to compute the Reynolds stresses for the 

RANS equations. To solve for these new stresses, additional differential transport equations are 

solved in addition to the governing equations conserving mass, momentum and energy. This is 

achieved for all first order closure turbulence models through the Boussinesq approximation 

where the Reynolds stress tensors can be computed as the product of an eddy viscosity and the 

mean strain rate tensor as seen below in equation 2-21. 
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Where Sij is the mean strain-rate tensor: 
   

   
 

   

   
, k is the turbulent kinetic energy:            

 

 
(   ̅̅ ̅̅     ̅̅ ̅̅     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅), and     is the Kronecker delta. The Boussinesq eddy viscosity 

approximation was devised from an analogy between momentum transfer due to turbulent eddies 

and momentum transfer due to molecular motion in a gas; it assumes that the process which 

create eddy viscosity are similar to the process which produce molecular viscosity. This analogy 

can be seen in equation 2-22 below which represents the viscous tensor for molecular viscosity.  

             ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅                                                              2-23 

 The only difference between equation 2-22 above and a Reynolds stress is that the turbulent 

fluctuations u’ and  v’ appear in the place of random molecular fluctuations, v’’ and v’’.  

 

The first order closure family of turbulence models includes algebraic (zero-equation) modes, 

one-equation models and two-equation models. While the algebraic and one-equation models 

may be effective and computationally economical for some situations, they are not as widely used 
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and applicable to as many flows as the two-equation models. For this reason only two-equation 

models were used in this research and will be discussed, namely the k-epsilon and k-omega type 

turbulence models. Two-equation turbulence models are said to be complete as they provide an 

equation for the turbulence length scale instead of simply relating the turbulent length scale to 

some typical flow dimension. This means that two-equation models can be used to predict 

properties of a given flow with no prior knowledge of the turbulence structure.  

Both two-equation models compute turbulent energy using the following transport equation 

which assumes the form: 
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Where     is found from the Boussinesq approximation in equation 2-22, and ϵ is the dissipation 

term defined as: 
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The main difference between the k-epsilon and k-omega turbulence models is the way in which 

the dissipation of turbulence is related to eddy viscosity and the turbulence length scale on the 

basis of dimensional analysis and differences between the transport equations used to define those 

dissipation rates.  For the k-epsilon group of turbulence models the eddy viscosity is related to 

density, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation through the relationship         , 

and the turbulent length scale is related to turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent dissipation 

through         . The final form for eddy viscosity in the standard k-epsilon model is shown 

below: 

                                                                       2-26 

Where Cµ is a closure coefficient and ϵ is turbulent dissipation calculated from the dissipation 

rate transport equation which is not discussed here but can be found from Wilcox, 1994. 
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For the k-omega group of turbulence models the eddy viscosity is related to density, turbulent 

kinetic energy and specific dissipation rate (sometimes known as turbulence frequency) through 

the relationship        . The turbulent length scale is related to turbulent kinetic energy and 

the specific dissipation rate through         , and turbulent dissipation is related to specific 

dissipation rate and turbulent kinetic energy through ϵ   . The final form for eddy viscosity in 

the standard k-omega model is shown below: 

                                                                      2-27 

The rate of dissipation per unit turbulent kinetic energy, ω, is calculated from the specific 

dissipation rate transport equation, which is not presented here, but can also be found in Wilcox, 

1994.  

The k-epsilon turbulence model is the most widely used and validated turbulence model. It 

performs well in confined flow systems while showing only moderate agreement in unconfined 

flows, and over-predicting the spreading rate in axisymmetric jets in stagnant surroundings. This 

over-prediction of jet spreading is due to the over-prediction of turbulent viscosity in shear layers 

and highly strained flows. Of particular interest is the difficulty the model has with swirling flows 

and curved boundary layers as the model does not consider the effects of streamline curvature on 

turbulence (H. K. Versteeg , et. al. 1995). Due to these weaknesses, improvements have been 

made to the model to help improve the model’s performance; the two modifications which are 

available in Fluent are the RNG and realizable k-epsilon models.  

The RNG variation of the k-epsilon model gets its name from the use of a statistical technique 

called renormalization group theory. Major modifications include: extra terms added to the 

turbulent dissipation equation when derived using RNG theory, effective viscosity being modeled 

using a differential equation instead of a simple length scale, calculating the effect of swirl on 
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effective viscosity and solving for the turbulent Prandtl numbers. These modifications improve 

accuracy for simulating rotating and highly strained flow problems (Fluent Inc. 2006).  

The realizable k-epsilon turbulence model differs from the standard version as it contains a 

different dissipation rate equation and eddy viscosity formulation. Other k-epsilon models are 

considered non-realizable as they do not satisfy certain mathematical constraints on the Reynolds 

stresses which occur in physical flows. The dissipation rate in the realizable model is based on the 

dynamic equation for fluctuating vorticity instead of kinetic energy and a turbulent length scale. 

The eddy viscosity formulation is also changed to include the effect of mean rotation on turbulent 

stresses. In addition, the model coefficient Cµ in the eddy viscosity formula is not constant but is 

related to the mean strain rate in order to ensure realizability (T. H. Shih et. al. 1995). 

Due to the superior performance of the k-omega turbulence model within the laminar sublayer 

and logarithmic region of the boundary layer and its failings near the wake region of the boundary 

layer, a two layer combined k-epsilon/k-omega turbulence model was generated. This model is 

referred to as the SST (Shear-Stress Transport) k-omega model.  By using blending functions to 

model the turbulence near the wall with the k-omega model, and modeling the far field flow using 

the k-epsilon model, improvements have been made over the standard k-omega model for 

prediction flows with - pressure gradients (K. Hoffmann et. al. 2000). 

Although the two-equation models can be applied much more generally to flow situations than 

the less complex modes, they still fail in some situations. Specifically these models are unreliable 

when dealing with boundary–layer separation induced by interaction with a shock wave and are 

inaccurate for flows over curved surfaces. Of specific importance for this research it has been 

shown that the two-equation models cannot predict secondary flows in non-circular duct flow 

(Wilcox 1994). In all three of these problems, the root cause can be traced back to the Boussinesq 

eddy-viscosity assumption, which assumes that the turbulence is isotropic in all directions. Due to 
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the assumption that the turbulence is isotropic, two equation turbulence models need modification 

when the flow is near solid boundaries.  

2.5.3 Near wall treatments for two equation turbulence models 

A further problem posed by turbulence models is how to model the thin near-wall sublayer where 

viscous effects begin to become important. While the k-omega turbulence models can resolve the 

flow all the way to the wall with sufficient grid refinement, the k-epsilon models are valid only 

for core flow turbulence and need separate models to predict  fluid flow near wall boundaries. 

Accurate resolution of the flow in near wall areas is especially important in two phase flows as 

correctly modeling particle interaction with the wall requires realistic near wall velocities. Heat 

transfer problems also require accurate near wall velocity modeling due to most of the 

temperature change occurring in the near wall area. For all flows along solid boundaries there is a 

thin layer close to the wall where viscous effects dominate the flow and there is a much larger 

inertial dominated flow further away from the wall. The viscosity affected region adjacent to the 

wall is made up of three zones (S. M. Salim): 

 The viscous sublayer (y+ < 5) 

 Buffer layer or blending region ( 5 < y+ < 30) 

 Fully turbulent log-law layer ( 30 <  y+ < 500) 

 In these areas close to the wall the mean flow velocity depends only on the distance from the 

wall y, the fluid density ρ, the fluid viscosity µ, and the wall shear stress τw. 

To describe these different flow regimes, the fluid turbulence at a distance from the wall is 

calculated using the y+ non-dimensional number as shown below (H. K. Versteeg et.al. 1995): 

   
   

 
                                                                        2-28 
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Where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and    is defined as the friction velocity at the 

nearest wall as shown below (H. K. Versteeg et. al. 1995): 

   √
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Where    is the fluid shear stress at the wall and   is the fluid density. In the viscous sublayer the 

flow is dominated by viscous shear, it can be assumed that in this region the shear stress is nearly 

constant and equal to the wall shear stress. The velocity of the fluid in this area can then be 

modeled using the linear equation below (H. K. Versteeg et. al. 1995): 
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 The law of the wall can be used to describe the average velocity of a turbulent flow near a wall 

outside of the viscous sublayer by using the logarithm of the distance to the wall.  
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 Both k and C are both universal constants, k is von-Karman’s constant (0.4187) and C varies 

depending on the roughness of the wall, for smooth walls the value of C is 5.5.  The 

dimensionless velocity u
+ 

is defined as the velocity parallel to the wall: 
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Where    is the friction velocity or shear velocity: 

   √
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In Figure 2-8 the divisions of the near wall region in a turbulent flow can be seen along with the -

linear viscous region and log-law region overlaid on experimental data.   
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Viscous sublayer Buffer layer Turbulent log-law layer

 

Figure 2-8: Subdivisions of the near-wall region (Bakewell et. al. 1967) 

Two approaches to modeling the wall will be discussed here, the wall function method and the 

near wall model method. Wall functions use empirical formulas and functions to determine the 

flow properties in the cells adjacent to the wall. To determine the mean velocities and 

temperatures the law of the wall is used, while separate formulas are used to determine the near 

wall turbulent quantities. While standard wall functions will give accurate predictions for the 

majority of flows by supplying input to the near wall cell, the actual near wall flow is not 

resolved. As the accurate prediction of the interaction of the liquid phase in the flow is of interest 

in this research, near wall models will be used to fully resolve the flow all the way down to the 

wall.  
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For the enhanced wall treatment the two layer model is used in conjunction with wall functions; 

meaning that if the mesh is not fine enough for the two layer model, wall functions will be used. 

The wall distance based Reynolds number is used to determine which part of the two layer model 

should be used or if wall functions should be employed: 

    
  √ 
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Where k is the turbulent kinetic energy at distance y from the wall. It should be noted that 

depending on which two-equation turbulence model is selected, the enhanced wall functions will 

behave differently. For k-omega turbulence models, if the mesh is sufficiently refined down to the 

viscous sublayer, the turbulence can be resolved all the way down to the wall, if not, standard 

wall functions employing the linear and logarithmic laws of the wall will be used.  

 If a k-epsilon turbulence model is selected, the fully turbulent region (Rey > 200) is modeled 

using the turbulent dissipation and viscosity values calculated by the core flow turbulence mode 

that has been selected. For the viscosity affected region, a one equation model is used for 

determining the turbulent dissipation and viscosity expressed solely as a function of the distance 

from the wall (Wolfshtein 1969).  

2.5.4 Multiphase modeling in CFD 

Two major challenges remain in order to numerically predict multiphase flows. The first is the 

presence of very large time and length scales that are involved with both the primary carrier phase 

and the discrete phase being carried. Even with the computational resources available today, it is 

impossible to model both the large scale turbulence and the small scale turbulence affecting the 

dispersed phase as well as the small scales involved in the microscopic physics of the dispersed 

phase. Instead it is attempted to incorporate this information into the simulation of the larger 

scales. The second challenge is that since no universal methods has been developed to understand 
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the physics of turbulence, simulations of complex two phase flows can only be as accurate as the 

turbulence model being used to model the carrier phase (Elghobashi, On predicting particle-laden 

turbulent flows 1994). While there have been recent advances in turbulent particle transport in the 

last few decades, most of these models are used for small scale simulations such as injecting 

small amount of fuel into cylinders. These models are not appropriate for modeling the 

evaporation of particles over a domain of the size encountered in this research. The extent to 

which the dispersed phase effects the primary carrier phase is determined by the density of the 

suspension in the carrier phase, which is represented by the volume fraction of particles to the 

carrier phase. A map of interaction regimes between turbulence and the suspended phase is 

shown in Figure 2-9.  

 

Figure 2-9: Classification map of particle laden turbulent flows (Elghobashi 2006) 
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Where zone B represents particles enhancing the production of turbulence and zone A represents 

particles enhancing the dissipation of turbulence, depending on the ratio of particle response time 

(τp) to the Kolmogorov time scale (τp). One, two, or four way coupling of the flow depends on the 

volume ratio of the suspended phase to the carrier phase (Φ). The work performed in this research 

will have an approximate suspended phase volume fraction of 4.5x10
-5

 meaning that two way 

coupling models should be used and four way coupling modeling particle-particle interactions 

will not be needed. Two way coupling entails that the momentum transfer due to particle motion 

is large enough to influence the turbulent structure of the flow.  

There are currently two major approaches to modeling multiphase turbulent flows: Lagrangian 

and Eulerian methods. In the Lagrangian method, the motion of each particle is considered and 

their trajectories are calculated. The gas phase is considered the continuum in which the particles 

are carried. In the Eulerian method, both the primary carrier flow and the secondary discrete 

phase are treated as continua with the two phases interacting as different fluids. While the 

Eulerian approach of modeling gas-particle flows is of interest to many researchers due to its 

computational efficiency, it is not the model used in Fluent and will not be discussed. In the 

Lagrangian approach the continuous carrier phase flow field is calculated and then the trajectory 

of the individual particles is calculated by integrating the particle force balance equation 

(Elghobashi 1994).  

   
 

  
   (     

 
)  
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Where i represents the direction, u  is velocity, FD is the drag force,  and the term on the left is the 

inertial force due to acceleration on the particle. The first term on the right is the drag force due to 

relative velocity, the second term is the gravity force and the final term represents additional 

forces caused by pressure gradients, Brownian motion, Saffmans lift and other forces which may 
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affect a dispersed phase. Several problems with the Lagrangian approach are known. First, 

equation 2-35 above only truly represents the motion of particles if the Reynolds number of the 

particle is less than one and if the diameter of the particles is less than the Kolmogorov scale. 

Another difficulty is that due to computational limitations, only a fraction of the trajectories of the 

actual particles can be calculated. Therefore, each particle trajectory calculated in a simulation 

represents a packet of particles. If the number of particle packets actually tracked in the flow is 

too low, large particle source terms can result and negatively affect the simulation. Due to this 

problem a compromise must be found between solution stability and calculation time.  

Another problem which arises when modeling multiphase flow is simulating evaporation from 

droplets. In real world conditions temperature gradients will occur within each droplet, however 

resolving all of these gradients would be extremely computationally expensive while yielding 

little increase in simulation accuracy. It should be noted that the vaporization model in Fluent 

6.3.26 assumes that if boiling is occurring on the surface of a droplet the entire temperature of the 

droplet is at boiling temperature. While this assumption eliminates the need to model a 

temperature gradient in the droplets, it is not correct. Due to the large ratio of latent heat to heat 

capacity in water, this assumption will not amount to large errors in Fluent simulations. 

2.5.5 CFD Studies 

There has been much research into spray and droplet systems for: spray cooling in gas turbines, 

spray applications in incineration processes, firefighting, spray forming and spray drying.  A 

review of multiphase CFD procedures for spray drying simulations indicated that commercial 

CFD packages, including Fluent, were able to accurately predict spray dryer performance and 

wall deposition rates for the purpose of design. Many simulations involving commercial software 

were able to predict the location and rate of particle deposition within 20%.The review also 

concluded that accurate estimates of inlet turbulence values were critical, as increasing the inlet 
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turbulence from 2% to approximately 19% could result in an improvement of spray drying 

performance by 16 -25%; experimental findings confirmed these results (T. A. G. Langrish et. al. 

2006). The increase in turbulence appears to increase evaporation by improving spray dispersal, 

increasing the relative velocity between the particle and the gas phase and enhancing the 

exchange of air between the spray laden region and the relatively hot and dry surrounding air.  

There are, however, few CFD studies investigating the spray cooling of gasses over 300
o
C. One 

recent paper by Xia et. al. involves using Fluent to simulate a metallurgical spray cooling system 

to cool  800
o
C air. It was found that using a time step between 10

-5
s and 5x10

-4
s, and 25 iterations 

between each time step, was sufficient to reach convergence of the solution. It was mentioned 

that different time steps up to 10
-2

s were used and it was found that in order to obtain accurate 

solutions smaller time steps should be used (J.L. Xia , 2006).  

A paper by A. Nguyen et. al. investigating modeling solid particle interactions with a wall surface 

in a gas-solid flow described assumptions that can be made when modeling multiphase flow 

where the particles are larger than one micron. For particles of this size, molecular and surface 

forces, also known as van der Walls forces, and Brownian motion can be neglected. It can also be 

assumed that Magnus forces due to rotation, pressure gradient forces, Saffman lift forces and 

Basset forces can be neglected. These forces can be neglected as they have only little effect on 

particle motion when compared to aerodynamic drag forces (Nguyen et. al. 1999). The 

assumptions made in this paper were for particles in a flow of 15m/s, as the flow speed in this 

research is around 100m/s, the aerodynamic forces on the particles will be considerably higher 

and the assumptions will certainly be valid. The modeling of Saffman’s lift and Brownian motion 

are both available in Fluent. Not selecting these options will reduce the computational effort 

required to solve the problem and subsequently decrease solution times.  
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It should be noted that no in depth studies were found for thick or thin wall films of liquid 

running down the wall of a pipe while exposed to a high speed and temperature gas flow.  

Literature showing simulations modeling this phenomenon would have been useful as simulating 

this interaction properly in this research will be essential to generating correct results.  

2.5.6 Mesh Generation Considerations 

Generating a working mesh for the domain of a simulation is the most user intensive step in 

performing a CFD analysis. The mesh represents the cells where the flow is solved and is the 

discrete representation of the geometry of the flow problem. The mesh has a direct impact on the 

rate of convergence, solution accuracy, and the amount of computing time required to solve the 

problem; for these reasons generating a quality mesh is very important. The quality of a mesh can 

be affected by: grid density, cell skewness, adjacent cell length/volume ratios, type of cell being 

used and boundary layer cells.  

 Two types of cells are available for meshing solid elements, structured cells and unstructured 

cells. An advantage of the finite volume method in Fluent is that it allows the use of unstructured 

meshes to be used to calculate the solution.  Structured volume meshes are generated from 

hexahedral cells while unstructured volume meshes are generated from triangular prism cells or 

wedge cells. Benefits of structured meshes include less cells for a given number of nodes when 

compared to unstructured meshes and generally lower skew values, both of which allow for 

improved convergence times. 
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Chapter 3 Experimental Apparatus 

3.1 Hot Gas Wind Tunnel 

All experimental work for this research was completed at the Queen’s Hot Gas Wind Tunnel 

located on Grant Timmins Drive. A side view of the wind tunnel in the test laboratory is shown 

below in Figure 3-1: 

 

Figure 3-1: Queen's Hot Gas Wind Tunnel 

This wind tunnel is capable of high velocities and temperatures needed for the simulation of gas 

turbine engine exhaust. Temperatures up to 600
o
C and velocities over 100 m/s are possible from 

the wind tunnel depending on the settings and devices attached to its outlet. The basic 

configuration of the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 3-2: 
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Figure 3-2: Queen's Hot Gas Wind Tunnel configuration (not to scale / all units in mm) 

Pressurized air is supplied to the wind tunnel from a type 2512A New York Blower centrifugal 

blower which is capable of producing 50.6 inches of water pressure and up to 2.6kg/s of air flow 

depending on the apparatus configuration. The blower is driven by a three-phase 220v 35hp 

Standard Efficiency electric motor. Heating the air in the wind tunnel is done by an Eclipse I 

burner type 440 TAH-O with a maximum output of 5.5 million BTU/hr at 3.5 inches of pressure 

between the natural gas and the combustion chamber.  Performance characteristics for the wind 

tunnel are shown in Table 3-1: Hot Gas Wind Tunnel Performance Characteristics Table 3-1. It 

should be noted that these performance characteristics only apply for specific nozzle sizes and 

inlet air temperatures.  
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Table 3-1: Hot Gas Wind Tunnel Performance Characteristics (Birk 2010) 

Exit Temp. [
O
C] Mass flow [kg/s] Blower press. 

[kPa] 

Combustion 

chamber press. 

[kPa] 

Thermal energy 

output [kW] 

 

100 

2.5 11.5 6.1 202 

200 

 

2.4 11.9 6.9 433 

300 2.3 12.2 7.7 648 

400 2.2 12.4 8.2 850 

450 2.1 12.5 8.5 947 

500 2.1 12.5 8.7 1041 

550 2.0 12.6 8.9 1134 

600 2.0 12.7 9.1 1224 

650 2.0 12.7 9.3 1313 

 

In this research the wind tunnel was used to model exhaust for a GE LM-2500 marine gas turbine 

engine. The full scale engine produces 70.5 kg/s of exhaust gas, at 1.4 kg/s these experiments will 

be 1/50
th
 scale (GE-Marine 2006).  

3.2 Orifice Plates 

As the motor driving the blower to the wind tunnel does not have a variable drive, different 

methods are needed to control the mass flow through the blower. Without any sort of restriction 

on the blower, the apparatus used in this research would produce mass flows in excess of 2.6 kg/s 

and velocities much higher than would be realistic for a marine gas turbine exhaust system. 

Previously, mass flow from the blower to the wind tunnel was restricted using a large butterfly 

valve located just after the centrifugal blower. Initial testing showed that using the butterfly valve 
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at the desired mass flow rates for this research resulted in a very asymmetrical velocity profile at 

the exit of the wind tunnel. To remedy this, orifice plates were placed over the intake to the wind 

tunnel as seen in Figure 3-3. 

 

Figure 3-3: Orifice plate mounted on blower inlet 

In this research an orifice plate with a diameter of 5‖ was used. This was the smallest orifice plate 

produced for the blower and produced a mass flow of 1.4 kg/s when the apparatus used in this 

research was mounted on the wind tunnel. This mass flow was 0.25 kg/s above the minimum 

allowable mass flow for the wind tunnel and allowed for continuous operation without the burner 

cutoff limits being met.  

3.3 Bent exhaust geometry 

The experimental device was comprised entirely of schedule 20 (8 – 1/8
th
 inch I.D. ¼ inch thick)  

stainless steel pipe sections including three 24‖ straight sections, a 45
o
 bent section with a 7.69‖ 

outer bend radius and a straight 24‖ test section as seen in Figure 3-4, Figure 3-5, and Figure 3-6 
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respectively. The exhaust apparatus was used for testing water injection in two different 

configurations: injecting water before the bend and injecting water after the bend.
 

 

Figure 3-4: straight pipe section (all unit in inches) 
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Figure 3-5: 45deg. bent section 

 

 

Figure 3-6: injection and radial traverse section 
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The flanges mounted on the pipe in Figure 3-6 were used to guide seven hole probes mounted in 

aluminum blocks into holes adjacent to the flanges, allowing radial velocity profiles to be taken 

manually. A description of the radial traverse method is discussed in section 4.8.  

Injection Location

Radial Traverse Location

Wind Tunnel Exit

45 deg. Bend

3

4

Wall Static 

Pressure Taps

 

Figure 3-7: Plan view of apparatus exiting wind tunnel 

The components for the test exhaust system are modular, allowing the test apparatus to be easily 

configured for different testing configurations. In Figure 3-7 the experimental exhaust duct is 

shown in with the water injection and radial traverse pipe located before the bend. For testing in 

the injection after the bend configuration pipe section 1 is switched with pipe section 2 (note that 

the injection location will still be downstream of the radial traverse holes). In addition, the 

straight pipe section with static wall pressure taps attached (shown as section 4 in Figure 3-7), can 

be moved into any position on the apparatus to measure wall pressure.  
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A major problem was encountered when water was injected into the running apparatus for the 

first time. Over 10% of the injected water began leaking from the pipe flanges where separate 

pipes were bolted together. To prevent this leakage a gasket was created out of high temperature 

wood stove door gasket material. This gasket material is shown mounted on one of the pipe 

flanges in Figure 3-8: 

 

Figure 3-8: High Temperature Gasket Applied to Pipe Flange 

Once the gaskets were installed the amount of leaking water was reduced to a maximum of less 

than 1.5% of injected water for all cases. The amount of leaking water could have been reduced 

further but no flexible rubber type gaskets could be found which withstood temperatures over 

500
o
C.   
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3.4 Water Injection System 

Water injection into the apparatus was achieved using four BETE P66 type pin nozzles. A nozzle 

is shown below in Figure 3-9: 

 

Figure 3-9: Bete P66 pin type fine atomization nozzle 

 The nozzles were screwed into ¼‖ NPT couplings flush with the inside of the pipe in the 

configuration shown in Figure 3-10. 

 

Figure 3-10: Injector orientation looking upstream (to scale) 
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Water was supplied to the nozzles via PEX type tubing from municipal water supply which could 

provide over 400 kPa of pressure. Each nozzle was fitted with an analogue pressure gauge and 

valve such that each nozzle could be provided with a specific water pressure. The water injection 

setup can be seen in Figure 3-11: 

 

Figure 3-11: Water Injection System 

In order to determine the mass flow through the nozzles the flow rate for a given pressure was 

required. It was discovered that the mass flow data accompanying the spray nozzles from BETE 

was not accurate and further calibration was required. Initial calibrations by the author were 

performed by measuring the change in water volume over time in a graduated cylinder. However, 

more accurate measurements were made by N. Begg measuring change in water mass over time 

using a digital scale. The injection pressure was controlled via ball valves upstream of each 

nozzle injector and setting the pressure to the nozzle to the desired amount. City of Kingston 

water was used throughout the testing process and it was observed that the water pressure was 
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constant for the duration of the tests, no changes in water pressure were detected.  The 

calibrations from N. Begg are shown in Figure 3-12: 

 

 

Figure 3-12: BETE P66 Pin Spray Nozzle Mass Flow Calibration (Begg 2011) 

BETE P66 nozzles are designed to produce a homogenous fog of droplets with diameters in the 

range of 25-400 micron depending on the driving pressure. Initial testing of the nozzles showed 

that at a driving pressure of about 138 kPa, which was used for this work, a hollow cone of 

droplets was produced. From Bete, the Sauter mean diameter of droplets produced by the Bete 

p66 nozzles at 138 kPa is approximately 200 microns. Actual sizes of particles in the flow were 

not measured in this research. The actual particle size of the droplets after they are exposed to the 

flow can be determined from finding the critical Weber number for the conditions experienced by 
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the droplets in the flow. The gas flow conditions in the apparatus will have a large effect on the 

final droplet size of the water in the flow.  

 

Figure 3-13: Droplets Produced by BETE P66 Facing Downstream in Cold Flow 138 kPa 

Driving Pressure 

A flow from one nozzle (for simplicity) is shown in cold flow in experimental configuration  

 

Figure 3-14: Spray From one BETE P66 Nozzle in Test Configuration 
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Chapter 4 Experimental Testing 

The various methods used to obtain data from the apparatus are described in this section. Data 

acquisition on the apparatus was performed by a variety of methods as shown below in Figure 

4-1. It should be noted that no plenum or any other object is present at the exit of the apparatus 

shown below. The two-phase flow exiting the pipe exhausts to atmospheric pressure. Optical 

instruments such as PIV or some type of spectroscopy were not used in this research as they were 

not available in our research lab.  

 

Figure 4-1: Data Instrumentation Setup 
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4.1 Thermocouples 

For all temperature measurements Omega K-type thermocouples were used. K-type 

thermocouples use a Nickel-Chromium vs. Nickel-Aluminum junction to produce a specific 

voltage which can be related to a temperature difference. K-type thermocouples are general 

purpose with a temperature measurement range of -200
o
C to +1250

o
C. The error associated with 

K-type thermocouples is the greater of 2.2
o
C or 0.75%. 

4.2 Infrared Camera 

In order to measure wall temperatures an Inframetrics Thermacam SC1000 infrared camera was 

used, allowing temperature measurements in the range of 10
o
C to 1500

o
C with an uncertainty of 

the larger of 2% or 2
o
C. Data collected by the camera was inputted into Thermacam researcher 

2001 software which allows the user to create contour plots of wall temperature. To increase the 

emissivity and the uniformity of the emissivity on the surface of the apparatus it was painted with 

flat black stove paint. The emissivity of the apparatus was determined by matching the 

temperature of apparatus as read by the camera with temperature measured using a thermocouple. 

The emissivity value of the apparatus was changed until the two temperature measurements 

matched.  

4.3 Pressure Transducers 

Two different types of Omega pressure transducers were used in this research: type PX139 with a 

7kPa range and type PX143 with a range of 17kPa. For both types of transducers the repeatability 

error was +/- 0.3% of the full scale pressure. The temperature compensation range for both types 

of pressure transducers was from 0 – 50
o
C (Omega Engineering 2010). To prevent temperature 

errors at temperatures less than 0
o
C the pressure transducers were kept inside a heated building 

and long pressure lines were run out to the testing apparatus. For measuring wall pressures the 
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PX139 type pressure transducers were used. For all other pressure measurements the PX143 type 

pressure transducers were used.  

4.4 Probes Used 

A variety of probes were used for measurements in this research as seen in Figure 4-1.  As both 

single phase and two-phase flows were examined in this work unique types of probes were 

needed. Probes required for measuring single phase flow were already available in the gas turbine 

lab. However, probes for measuring two phase flow were constructed during this research by the 

author and other members of the gas turbine lab. The author would like to thank Nathon Begg, of 

the Gas Turbine Lab, for manufacturing the two phase total pressure probe, the two phase water 

collection probe and his help with manufacturing one of the two phase temperature probes.  

4.4.1 Seven Hole Probe 

Seven hole probes are capable of measuring static pressure, dynamic pressure velocity magnitude 

and flow direction at angles up to 60
o
 from the probe tip. Seven hole probes were used to measure 

the flow field at the exit of the pipe as they were able to measure non axial flow velocity created 

by the pair of counter rotating vortices present in the flow.  Shorter seven hole probes were also 

used for taking upstream radial traverses, which will be discussed in more detail. From the 

calibration routine measurement uncertainties are as follows: 1.2
o
 yaw angle, 0.63

o
 pitch angle, 

1.7% total pressure, 2.3% dynamic pressure and 2.7% static pressure (J. Crawford 2011). Some 

preliminary testing was performed with seven hole probes to determine their effectiveness in 

measuring flow angles in two phase flow. It was discovered that the liquid phase resulted in the 

clogging of multiple holes which prevented any meaningful results from being taken, therefore 

seven hole probe data was only used from single phase flow testing.  
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4.4.2 Total Pressure Probe 

Due to the problems mentioned with using seven hole pressure probes in two phase flows, a 

different probe was devised in the Gas Turbine Lab by Nathon Begg to measure total pressure in 

two phase flows. This probe was made from a 19mm inner diameter galvanized pipe which was 

bent 90
o
 and plugged at the bottom. About halfway down the pipe a pressure tap was added 

allowing total pressure to be measured. As droplets will be entering the probe during 

measurements, the total pressure being measured will be slightly higher than if only a single 

phase gas was being measured. This is due to momentum transfer from the droplets to the 

stagnant gas in the probe.  To prevent as much momentum exchange as possible, the probe bend 

begins immediately at the pipe entrance allowing most of the particles to impact the wall. The 

total pressure probe operating in two phase flow can be seen in Figure 4-2. 
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Figure 4-2: Total Pressure Probe Operating In Two Phase Flow 

4.4.3 Pitot Static Probe 

A Dwyer 160 series stainless steel pitot tube was used for taking quick free stream velocity and 

static pressure measurements upstream of the bend. Dwyer 160 series pitot tubes can be used at 

temperatures up to 815
o
C and at angles up to 15

o
 of the axial flow direction (Becker , 1974) To 

prevent unwanted movement while measurements were being taken the pitot static probe was 

mounted in a compression fitting as seen in Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3: Dwyer pitot static probe in compression fitting (Dwyer Instruments Inc. 2010) 

4.4.4  Two Phase Gas Temperature Probes 

Measuring the temperature of the gas phase in two phase flows is challenging as any liquid 

touching the thermocouple will result in the temperature probe reporting the wet bulb temperature 

of the liquid phase. Two different probes were devised to measure gas temperature. The first 

probe was made by the author from a ½‖ NPT  90
o
 female to female brass pipe. The threads from 

the pipe elbow were removed to smooth out the elbow walls by boring out both threads to 

approximately 20mm. This probe was designed to separate the liquid particles from the gas phase 

by using the inertia of the entering droplets to force them to the rear wall of the elbow. The probe 

was then mounted on a ¼‖ piece of pipe so it could be used on the X-Y traverse.  
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Figure 4-4: Schematic of Liquid Particle Separating Probe (units in mm) 

A second probe for measuring gas temperature was made in the Gas Turbine Lab and is shown in 

Figure 4-5. 

 

Figure 4-5: Disc obstruction temperature measurement device mounted on seven hole probe 

The gas phase temperature measurement device shown in Figure 4-5 worked by shielding the 

thermocouple from incoming liquid droplets and measured the temperature of the gas phase as it 

recirculates behind the disc. The performance of the two different temperature probes is discussed 

in the Experimental Validation section.  
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4.4.5 Water Collection Probe 

In order to measure the amount of water exiting the apparatus, a water collection probe built by a 

member of the Gas Turbine Lab was used. The water collection probe was comprised of a 4.3mm 

internal diameter water jacketed pipe with a 90
o
 bend allowing water to be collected in 50mL jars 

below the pipe outlet and then weighed. The measuring procedure involved collecting water from 

the probe for 60 seconds and then measuring the weight of the collected water. A Kilotech KLE-

2000 digital scale with a capacity of 2kg, a resolution of 0.1g and uncertainty of +/- 0.05g was 

used for all water sampling measurements.  Once the water was collected and measured in a jar it 

was converted to a mass flux of liquid for each data point collected.  This was achieved by 

dividing the collected mass by the area of the sampling probe, 1.45x10
-5

 m
2
. Once points along 

the exit plane were collected, the entire mass flux across the exit plane was calculated through 

numerical integration. As the gas phase could easily pass through the probe and out of the jar, the 

water collection probe can be considered an isokinetic sampling probe. The water collection 

probe collecting water from a two phase flow is shown in Figure 4-6.  
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Figure 4-6: Water Collection Probe Measuring Two Phase Flow 

The water jacketing over the water collection pipe was implemented to prevent particles from 

evaporating after coming in contact with the hot walls of the collection probe. Validation of the 

water collection probe is outlined in the Experimental Validation section.  

4.5 Wall Pressure Taps 

Wall pressure taps were added to the outside of one of the pipe segments. 32 pressure taps were 

added in rows of 4 at 45
o
 from each other. 1/16

th
 inch holes were drilled in the ¼ inch steel pipe 

to accommodate the pressure taps which were then brazed into place using brass brazing rod and 

an oxy-acetylene torch. Due to the high temperature of operation of the wind tunnel, it should be 

noted that standard plumbing or electrical solder could not be used as it would simply melt off.  
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Figure 4-7: Static Wall Pressure Taps 

4.6 Data Acquisition System 

All data that required traversing was gathered from a digital data acquisition system, specifically 

a Data Translation DT 3003 Multifunction card with 64 analogue inputs. The software 

communicating with the data acquisition system was Labview 5.1 running slightly modified 

software written by Dave Poirier in 2005. This software allowed the collection of thermocouple 

and pressure transducer data, controlling the traverse stepper motors and allowing for calibration 

of the pressure transducers 

4.7 Exit Plane Traverses 

Exit plane traverses were performed for the seven hole probe, total pressure probe, two phase 

temperature probe and water collection probe. The exit plane traverse was comprised of an Arrick 

Robotics XY positioner that was controlled by two stepper motors which could move the 

traversing components via belts.  

4.7.1 Alignment of Traverse 

The traverse was aligned with the exit of the apparatus before the wind tunnel was turned on 

through the use of carpenter squares and digital levels.  During warm up, the wind tunnel and 
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apparatus would expand up to 8cm. It was also found that the wind tunnel would not expand to 

the same location each time it was heated, making alignment before turning on the wind tunnel 

difficult. Due to the nature of the apparatus, the wind tunnel would not simply expand in the axial 

direction. To remedy this alignment arms were constructed to mount the traverse to the exit plane 

of the wind tunnel in order to maintain alignment during heating, shown in Figure 4-8. 

 

Figure 4-8: Alignment Device 

Further alignment of the traverse pitch was performed by using a digital level which could be 

briefly placed on the apparatus when it was hot. This allowed the traverse pitch error to be 

reduced to only 0.5
o 
relative to the exit of the apparatus. As the yaw of the traverse could not be 

easily adjusted when the wind tunnel was hot it had an estimated error of 2
o
, which assumed that 

traverse could have been out of alignment by 1 inch.  
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4.7.2 Exit Traverse Grid Generation 

Grids on which to traverse the exit plane were generated using a program written in the Gas 

Turbine Lab. Depending on the probe being used different grid densities were used. For the seven 

hole probe and two phase temperature probes grid densities of 5mm were used, resulting in over 

1,500 points across the exit plane.  The path taken by the traverse can be seen in Figure 4-9 for a 

5mm grid spacing. 

 

Figure 4-9: 5mm traverse path across 0.206m diameter exit plane 

Grid spacing for the water collection probe was 20mm resulting in a grid with approximately 100 

points, requiring the wind tunnel to be run for over 5.5 hours. Due to the large amount of time 

required for water sampling, grids with higher densities were not used. For the total pressure 

probe grid densities of 8mm were used resulting in grid sizes of approximately 500. 

4.8 Upstream Radial Traverses 

Upstream radial traverses were performed for single phase testing to determine the velocity 

profile upstream of the bend such that a mass flux could be calculated. A seven hole probe was 

mounted in an aluminum block which could be slid along a plate welded to the pipe as seen in 
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Figure 3-6. A compression fitting was also placed over the seven hole probe screwed into the side 

of the pipe to keep it travelling along the same path. A ruler was mounted along the plate welded 

to the pipe allowing the distance of the probe in the pipe to be measured. Data was taken every 

1cm for 12 points. As the probe could only traverse 12cm into the over 20cm diameter pipe, 

traverses were taken from both sides of the pipe resulting in some overlapping data in the centre 

of the pipe. The seven hole probe was used instead of the pitot tube due to its much smaller bend 

radius allowing the seven hole probe to record data closer to the wall.  
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Chapter 5 Computational Method 

The purpose of these numerical simulations is to determine the utility of Fluent 6.3.26 running on 

moderate computational resources to predict: wall temperatures, evaporation rates, gas phase and 

liquid phase flow distribution at pipe exit, gas phase wall temperatures and  the extent of liquid 

running along the pipe wall.  

5.1 Mesh Procedure 

The meshes in this research were produced using Gambit 2.4.6 using the bottom-up approach; 

vertices, edges, faces and then volumes were created in succession in order to produce the 

volumes for the final model geometry. No geometry was imported from a solid modeling 

program for any of the work. Due to the time-consuming nature of mesh generation parametric 

journal files were employed to quickly modify the geometry of the mesh. Journal files are 

executable lists of commands that can either be automatically created by Gambit or written; for 

this work all Gambit files were written with a text editor and can be found in Appendix D. The 

meshes generated for this research were hybrid meshes, including both unstructured and 

structured areas depending on the complexity of the local geometry. The locations of the different 

mesh types in the domain can be seen in Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-1: Mesh types in computational domain 

 For all the simulations performed a full geometry model with no symmetry boundaries was used. 

For pipes bent in-plane with a horizontal surface symmetry in the recirculation can be achieved in 

the horizontal plane. If gravity is introduced in the simulation, there will no longer be symmetry 

in the horizontal plane. Therefore, a model with no symmetry boundaries was used allowing 

gravity to be added if necessary 

In order to use enhanced wall functions to resolve the flow all the way down to the viscous 

sublayer, boundary layers were needed on all wall surfaces with a corresponding y
+
 value of < 5. 

To ensure the correct near wall y
+
 four different meshes were generated with iteratively smaller 

wall bounded cell heights of 0.0007m, 0.0003m, 0.00015m and 0.0001m before the mesh was of 

sufficient refinement. Fluent offers automatic grid adaptation schemes which modify the inputted 

mesh based on the properties of the mesh and the requirements of the wall treatment. While mesh 
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adaptation is an attractive alternative to the trial and error method of mesh refinement, it incurs 

much greater system memory requirement over manual refinement and therefore was not used.  

5.1.1 Growth of Wall Boundary Layers in Plenum 

Preliminary work showed that allowing enhanced boundary layer cells to exit the pipe and 

continue through to the plenum would artificially restrict jet spreading. To prevent this, the 

boundary layer was wrapped back over the outside of the pipe entering the plenum as shown in 

Figure 5-2. 

 

Figure 5-2: Boundary Layer Wrap Over Pipe Exit 

To clarify, the wrapped section of pipe seen above is only there for the purpose of preventing the 

high aspect ratio cells from propagating into the plenum which surrounds the exit plane of the 

pipe. The idea of wrapping the boundary layer away from the plenum is simply to remove the 

cells from the plenum. To zoom into the part of the boundary layer cells which are wrapped 

around the exit of the pipe, only the left hand side of the pipe exit is shown in the figure above.  
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5.1.2 Modeling of Injector Nozzles 

Initially nozzles were modeled in Gambit in an attempt to model the wake produced by the 

nozzles in the apparatus and simulate their effect on the evaporation of the liquid phase. 

Simulations involving meshes with the nozzle injectors suffered from convergence problems and 

were therefore not used in any further simulations. The slice of pipe with the injector nozzles can 

be seen in Figure 5-3.  

 

Figure 5-3: Injector Nozzles Modeled in Gambit  
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5.1.3 Cell Skew 

 

Figure 5-4: Distribution of cells as a function of equiangle skew 

A key parameter for reducing error caused by numerical diffusion is the amount of skew in the 

cells in the computational domain. As seen in Figure 5-4, very few cells in the mesh have a 

skewness of over 0.7.  

5.1.4 Modeling of Pipe Wall 

When the wall film model was being used, however, heat transfer from the wall to the fluid could 

not occur if the wall is adiabatic. Therefore a separate mesh was created for use with the wall film 

model. This mesh modeled and meshed the stainless steel pipe which allowed heat transfer from 

the inner wall to the liquid but not from the outer wall to the exterior environment. Wetted areas 

of the wall would be cool while allowing heat to transfer from hotter areas of the wall through 

conduction.  
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5.1.5 Use of Exhaust Plenum 

An exhaust plenum was built in to the model geometry as shown in Figure 5-5: 

 

Figure 5-5: Location of Exhaust Plenum on Model Geometry 

The exit plenum was added to the model geometry to more accurately simulate the backpressure 

at the exit of the pipe than simply using a pressure outlet. No wall boundary conditions are 

present on the plenum.  By using an exit plenum the pressure at the exit of the pipe is not 

atmospheric but changes depending on the flow properties. There is no plenum present in the 

experimental apparatus and the exit of the pipe simply exits to atmospheric pressure. The only 

purpose of the plenum in the computational domain is to more accurately simulate backpressure 

at the pipe exit by moving the pressure outlet boundary condition away from the pipe outlet.   
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5.2 Boundary conditions 

Boundary conditions are applied to the generated mesh to provide closure to the domain. The 

model geometry and corresponding boundary conditions can be seen in Figure 5-6. 

 

Figure 5-6: Domain boundary conditions 

 

5.2.1 Mass Flow Inlet 

Mass flow inlet boundaries are used to define the mass flow and other scalar properties across an 

inlet. Mass flow inlets differ from velocity inlets as the density is not fixed and can change 

according to the static pressure of the system. From experimental results it was found that a 

backpressure of up to 1kPa occurs in the inlet of the system, although this would only account for 

less than 1% density change, it is still accounted for when using the mass flow inlet. In the 

numerical simulation this backpressure is calculated as part of the solution and is not given as a 

user input. The temperature and mass flow input values were found experimentally by the author 
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while the turbulence intensity was found from previous studies on the same wind tunnel (Chen 

2008). It is important to note that mass flow amounts varied depending on ambient conditions, 

variability in the wind tunnel and orifice plate used. Experimental mass flow rate was measured 

for every case and was varied accordingly for each numerical simulation.  Inlet properties can be 

seen below in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1: Mass flow inlet properties 

Inlet Temperature (
o
C) 500 

Inlet mass flow rate (kg/s) Varied 

Inlet turbulence intensity (%) 5 

 

 Air as an ideal gas was used as the primary phase gas for all simulations. The gas used 

experimentally included combustion products produced by the natural gas burner used to heat the 

air. A quick calculation assuming the complete combustion of methane showed that the total mass 

of combustion products will be less than 5% of the total gasses and that the change in density of 

the gas will be negligible. Thus in all the simulations performed the modeling of all the gas as air 

was deemed to be reasonable.  

5.2.2 Pressure Inlets and Outlets 

Pressure inlets were only specified for the boundaries of the exit plenum which were not directly 

opposite to the exit of the pipe. The pressure inlets were used to allow the plenum to simulate 

stagnant air surrounding the exit of the pipe by specifying the total pressure of the pressure inlet 

boundaries as atmospheric pressure. Air properties for this boundary were identical to the air 

properties in the mass flow inlet. A summary of the properties at this boundary can be seen in 

Table 5-2. 
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Table 5-2: Pressure inlet properties 

Inlet temperature (
o
C) 25 

Inlet total pressure (kPa) 101.325 

Inlet turbulence intensity (%) 1 

 

The turbulence intensity value was given a low value of 1% as it was assumed that the air 

surrounding the exit of the pipe was stagnant. It should be noted that the direction of the air 

passing through the boundary in the first cell is normal to the boundary or explicitly specified as a 

specific vector by the user. Therefore to create an effective plenum, pressure inlets should be 

located far enough away from the exit jet such that unphysical streamline curvature is not created 

which could subsequently reduce simulation accuracy.  

Pressure outlets are essentially the same as pressure inlets although instead of specifying total 

pressure the static pressure is defined. In the case that backflow through the boundary does occur, 

other flow properties such as temperature and turbulence intensity are also supplied. Pressure 

outlets generally help a solution converge more quickly when compared to a simple outlet 

boundary if the stated outlet static pressure is reasonable. Similar to the pressure inlet, any 

backflow through the pressure outlet will be normal to the boundary. Properties for the pressure 

outlet can be seen in Table 5-3. 
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Table 5-3: Pressure outlet properties 

Backflow temperature (
o
C) 25 

Backflow total pressure (kPa) 101.325 

Backflow turbulence intensity (%) 1 

Outlet boundary static pressure (kPa) 101.325 

 

5.2.3 Wall Thermal Boundary Conditions 

As the energy transfer through the wall is less than 1.5% of the total energy travelling through the 

apparatus it was initially assumed that the energy transfer through the wall could be considered 

negligible (as shown in section 6.3). Through subsequent numerical simulations it was found that 

this boundary condition incorrectly modeled the performance of the apparatus. Therefore both 

conduction and radiation from the apparatus were modeled in subsequent simulations. 

Corresponding emissivity and convective coefficients which were determined from the single 

phase energy balance are described in section 6.3.   

5.2.4 Wall Particle Boundary Conditions 

Two different particle wall boundary conditions were used in this research: the reflect boundary 

and the wall film boundary. The particle reflect boundary allows the incoming particle to reflect 

with a specific fraction of its incoming kinetic energy in the normal and tangential direction to the 

wall. The default settings for the reflect boundary condition is that all the normal and tangential 

kinetic energy in conserved after an impact with the wall; this default setting was kept when the 

reflect boundary condition was used. The second wall particle boundary used was the wall film 

model. If the conditions allow for splashing of the incoming particles (as described in section 
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2.2.4) the wall film model allows the user to specify the number of splashed droplets which are 

generated from the incoming droplet. Simulations were performed for splashing constants of 0, 1 

and 4. The reasoning for using different splashing constants in the simulations was done to see 

how the different splash constants changed simulation results and is discussed in more depth later 

on.  

5.3 Fluent Solver Settings 

5.3.1 Solver 

Fluent allows the use of two different solving methods: a pressure based solver and a density 

based solver. As Fluent is a control volume based solver, both methods use this approach.  The 

pressure solver is commonly used for incompressible flows, since the maximum Mach number in 

this work is about 0.2 the flow is considered incompressible. The pressure based solver uses the 

momentum equations to define the velocity field over the domain, and then extracts a pressure 

field from the continuity and momentum equations to correct the velocity field such that it 

satisfies the continuity equation. Two methods of pressure based solvers are available: segregated 

and coupled. Coupled solvers solve both the momentum and pressure based continuity equations 

together, a process which is memory intensive and slows down time between iterations. The 

coupled solver employs only one discretization scheme for all flow properties, while the 

segregated solver allows for different schemes to be selected for each flow property (Fluent Inc. 

2006). This allows for greater flexibility when trying to achieve a converged solution with the 

segregated solver. In preliminary work it was found that the segregated solver converged on a 

solution faster, for these reasons a segregated pressure based solver was chosen. When the 

segregated solver is selected a method of coupling pressure and velocity is required and will be 

discussed below.  
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5.3.2 Pressure-velocity Coupling 

Fluent offers three methods of coupling velocity and pressure when the segregated solver is 

selected: SIMPLE, SIMPLEC and PISO. The PISO method is recommended for transient flows 

and will not be discussed here. SIMPLEC offers quicker convergence rates however it may 

introduce stability issues when used in grids with skewed cells. The SIMPLE scheme aids 

convergence for more complex flow problems at the expense of longer convergence time. Due to 

the presence of some skewed cells in the mesh and the presence of large pressure gradients in the 

pipe bend, the more conservative SIMPLE coupling scheme is used.  

5.3.3 Spatial Discretization 

Spatial discretization allows the continuous differential equations governing the fluid flow to be 

transformed into discrete difference equations which can be solved numerically. Fluent stores all 

fluid properties as discrete values in the cell center while face flux values are required to solve. 

All of the discretization schemes available in Fluent are upwind based. meaning that the flow 

properties are derived from cells upstream to the local flow direction. The first order upwind 

finite difference scheme simply assumes that the cell face values are equal to the cell value of the 

immediate upstream element. This method will result in faster convergence; however it will 

introduce large numerical diffusion in flow problems where large gradients exist. The second 

order upwind scheme determines cell face values from the values in two cells upstream from the 

face. This method introduces less numerical diffusion but requires more computational effort. 

Second order upwind spatial discretization was used for all simulations  
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5.4 Discrete Phase Model 

The discrete phase method is used to model the droplets in the flow and its interaction with the 

continuous gas phase. The discrete phase method tracks the particles using the Lagrangian model. 

This method works for two phase flows where the secondary phase takes up a low volume 

compared to the primary flow (this volume must be less than 10% of the primary flow). Low 

secondary phase volume is required because the secondary phases’ volume is not considered 

when calculating the properties of the continuous phase flow. 

 

 The scattering of the droplets caused by turbulence is modeled using a stochastic discrete particle 

approach which integrates the trajectory equations for each drop using the instantaneous fluid 

velocity along the droplet path during integration. In this research, coupled two phase simulations 

were performed meaning that the evaporating liquid phase modified the continuous gas phase 

flow field. The liquid particle’s evaporation into the gas phase is modeled using the particle 

source in cell method. The coupled calculation procedure is shown in Figure 5-7.  

continuous phase flow 

field calculation

particle trajectory 

calculation

Update continuous 

phase source terms

 

Figure 5-7: Coupled two phase calculation procedure 
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One method of simulating the fluid interaction with the wall is called the wall jet model. This 

model assumes that a vapor layer underneath the droplets keeps them from impacting with the 

wall. From experimental results it was shown that particles do impact and wet the wall then 

subsequently run along the wall, therefore the wall-jet model was not investigated in this research 

and the wall film model which was mentioned in section 2.2.4 was used.  

5.4.1 Droplet Injection- 

In preliminary work it was found that at the Weber numbers encountered in this work, the TAB 

and WAVE droplet breakup models available in Fluent are not applicable as they do not 

sufficiently break down the droplets. Therefore the size of the injected droplets was calculated 

based on the experimental work of C.M. Varga et. al. which reported the stable Sauter mean 

diameter based on the weber number of a liquid as shown in Figure 5-8. 
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Figure 5-8: Droplet SMD as a function of root of Weber number (C.M. Varga et. al. 2003) 

The Sauter mean diameter of droplets produced by the Bete p66 nozzles at 138 kPa is 

approximately 200 microns which gives the droplets a Weber number of approximately 16. From 

(C. M. Varga et. al. 2003) the largest stable Sauter mean diameter for the injected droplets will be 

100 microns. For the injection of particles into Fluent, a Rosin-Rammler distribution was used. 

As the only information known about the injected particles was from the BETE P66 nozzle 

specifications, the average size factor was equal to the Sauter Mean Diameter of the flow and the 

spread factor was kept as the default of 3.5. The inlet distribution shape was set as a hollow cone 

with an incoming injection velocity of approximately 16.4m/s as determined from the measured 

flow rate from the nozzles and the cross sectional area of nozzle orifice. The distribution followed 

the default fluent distribution around the estimated largest stable Sauter mean diameter for the 

injected droplets of 100microns. It was decided that although the largest stable droplet diameter is 
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100micros, some larger droplets will also be injected to simulate the stripping off of larger 

droplets from the sheets of water running along the walls of the pipe, which was observed 

occurring on the experimental apparatus. The Sauter mean diameter for the distribution shown 

below is 100microns. As no optical drop measurement techniques were used to measure the 

actual droplet sizes which were generated from the nozzles and the wind tunnel, the actual 

distribution of droplet sizes generated from the experimental apparatus remains unknown.  

 

 

Figure 5-9: Histogram of injected droplets by mass fraction 

5.4.2 Generation of Water Spray Flux Contours 

No options are available in Fluent to output discrete phase flux values across a plane, data which 

is essential for comparing numerical and experimental liquid phase mass flux contours. Mass flux 

contours of particles across the pipe exit plane were generated by sampling particles leaving the 

pipe exit plane. Once the particle data was extracted from Fluent, particles were grouped into 

sectors according to their location on the exit plane; the mass of particles leaving the exit plane 
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was then totaled together for each individual sector. Mass flux values could then be calculated 

knowing the area of each sector and the amount of time which had elapsed while the particles 

were being sampled from Fluent. To ensure that enough particles exiting the pipe were sampled 

data samples of 15, 25, and 50 discrete phase time steps were collected after the solution was 

deemed to be converged. All three samples gave identical contour plots, therefore 15 discrete 

phase time steps was deemed sufficient to produce accurate mass flux contours.  

5.5 Convergence Criteria  

Accurately gauging the convergence of a numerical simulation is extremely important. For this 

research none of the default convergence criterion available in Fluent were used. In this research 

the following convergence criterion were used: 

 10
-4

 for the residual for the continuity equation 

 10
-6

 for the remaining equation residuals 

 Change of other monitors was below 1/10
th
 of a percent for 100 iterations  

Other monitors were created to help gauge convergence of the solution. For single phase 

simulations the standard deviation of the velocity across the exit plane was monitored. For the 

two phase simulations the standard deviation of the vapor mass flow rate crossing the exit plane 

was monitored.  
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5.6 Grid Sensitivity 

The resolution of the computational domain determines the scale of gradients that can be 

resolved. In a steady RANS solution the only requirement is that the mean gradients are resolved. 

For the single phase flow it was determined that a 1.5 million cell domain was sufficient to 

resolve the mean gradients in the flow. This was proven by showing that velocity profiles across 

the exit plane and rotation velocity profiles were unaffected by increasing the resolution of the 

grid. This is shown in Figure 5-10 below:  

 

Figure 5-10: Single phase grid sensitivity study 

The computational approach that was taken to model the two phase flow required the unsteady 

solution of the governing equations. This significantly increased the computational requirement 

and it was determined that with the available computational resources, it was not feasible to 

obtain converged unsteady solutions with grids larger than 1.5 million elements. This is outlined 
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further in section Note on Convergence Times – Note on Convergence Times For this reason all 

two phase results shown were calculated using 1.5million element grids. And the results may not 

be grid independent as the cooling associated with the evaporation of water in the flow is 

expected to increase mean gradients. The resulting simulations may or may not be correctly 

resolving the mean gradients when momentum is diffused through molecular viscosity.  
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Chapter 6 Experimental Validation and Results 

The purpose of the experimental work presented here is to study the spray flow before and after a 

bend for the purpose of plume and metal surface cooling. The performance of the spray cooling 

will be quantified by wall temperature distribution, flow distribution at the pipe exit, spray droplet 

distribution at the exit plane of the pipe, fraction of evaporation by exit plane, gas temperature 

distribution, wall pressure, back pressure and water run out.  

 

Before the experimental results are discussed the accuracy of the experiments being performed in 

this research needed to be determined, various double checks in the form of mass balances, 

energy balances and momentum balances were performed and are discussed in this section. Once 

these double checks were performed the accuracy of the experimental results could be verified 

and further testing could be performed to compare with numerical results.   

 

6.1 Single Phase Mass Balance 

A single phase mass balance was performed to determine if both methods used to calculate mass 

flow rate returned the same result. Both methods of mass flow measurement were performed on 

the same day to reduce fluctuations in the wind tunnel’s operating characteristics due to ambient 

conditions, such as air temperature and atmospheric pressure. The first method of measuring mass 

flow involved numerically integrating velocity and density values across the exit of the pipe. The 

second method of measuring mass flow was to numerically integrate the velocity profile found 

from the upstream radial traverse. The upstream velocity profile is shown in Figure 6-1.  
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Figure 6-1: Upstream Velocity Profile 

Due to the bend radius of the seven hole probe used to determine the upstream velocity profile, it 

could only get within 1.4cm of the wall. In order to resolve the velocity profile into the turbulent 

boundary layer and prevent over prediction of mass flow from the upstream velocity profile, the 

seventh power law was used. The seventh power law is only applicable for fully developed flow, 

which occurs in pipes after 35 diameters downstream. The pipe leading to the apparatus only 

extends for 18 diameters, meaning that the flow is likely not yet fully developed.  A paper 

investigating turbulent boundary layer growth in pipes (J.W. Richman et. al. 1973), describes the 

variation of axial velocity with inlet distance for experimental results.  
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Figure 6-2: Variation of axial velocity with inlet distance (J.W. Richman et. al. 1973) 

As the Reynolds number in this work is 2.9x10
5
, Figure 6-2 illustrates how the variation of axial 

velocity is fairly negligible 18 diameters downstream. Therefore using the seventh power law to 

represent the velocity profile in the near region is a reasonable assumption. A summary of the 

mass flow balance can be seen in Table 6-1 

 

Table 6-1: Single phase mass balance 

Mass flow from exit traverse  1.50 +/-0.10 kg/s 

Mass flow from upstream radial traverse, no 

boundary layer estimation 

1.62 +/- 0.11 kg/s 

Mass flow from upstream radial traverse, 

seventh power law boundary layer estimation 

1.52 +/- 0.10 kg/s 
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For CFD simulations an average mass flow of 1.51 kg/s from both mass flow measurements was 

used. 

6.2 Centerline Velocity Mass Flow Correlation 

A centerline velocity mass flow correlation was made to quickly measure the mass flow every 

time the Hot Gas Wind Tunnel was run. For a measured mass flow of 1.51 kg/s a corresponding 

centerline velocity of 111 m/s was present.  

   
              

                   
                                                      6-1 

From the properties above, a correlation factor of 1.36 x10
-2

  [kg/s] / [m/s] was determined.  

6.3 Single Phase Energy Balance 

To determine the effects of free convection and radiation on energy loss from the apparatus an 

energy balance was performed between the inlet to the apparatus and the exit plane. The energy 

transfer calculations were performed from mass averaged temperatures and mass flow rates while 

the losses were calculated from empirical correlations. Convective losses were calculated using a 

heat transfer coefficient calculated using equation 6-2 where the Nusselt number is found using 

an empirical coefficient for a horizontal cylinder as seen in equation 6-3 

   
 

 
                                                                    6-2 
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                                                      6-3 

 Energy transfer and loss values are shown in Table 6-2. 
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Table 6-2: Energy flow measurements and loss estimations for single phase flow 

Energy In 1,196.1 +/- 83.7 kJ/s 

Energy Out 1,178.9 +/- 82.5 kJ/s 

Convection Losses (analytical estimate) 4.5 kJ/s 

Radiation Losses (analytical estimate) 18.7 kJ/s 

 

Experimental losses were 17.2 kJ/s while analytically calculated losses were 23.2 kJ/s. The 

radiation loss shown in the above table was calculated by assuming the apparatus, which was 

painted black, was radiating as an ideal black body.  

 

The validity of the energy balance above was confirmed by calculating a new emissivity which 

would give a perfect energy balance assuming that all other measurements were correct. This 

resulted in a calculated emissivity of 0.88 for the apparatus, which is reasonable for a painted 

surface. It should also be noted that the total energy imbalance is less than 0.2% which much less 

than the cumulative measurement error for the total energy in or out of the system.   

6.4 Validation of Water Collection Probe 

A mass balance was performed using the water collection probe on a relatively simple 

configuration of a single nozzle facing downstream in a cold gas flow. This configuration is 

shown earlier in Figure 4-6. The single nozzle was operated at 40 psi which gives an approximate 

mass flow of 0.05 kg/s. 110 data points of mass flux were taken in a 5cm diameter circle and 

were numerically integrated in Tecplot to determine the total measured mass flow. A summary of 

the measurements and corresponding flux contours are shown in Table 6-3 and Figure 6-3.  
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Table 6-3: Mass Flow Measurements From a Single Nozzle at 40 psi in Cold Flow 

Mass Flow Delivered by Nozzle at 40 psi 5.0 x10
-2

  kg/s 

Mass Flow Measured From Probe 5.3 x10
-2

  kg/s 

  

 

Figure 6-3: Spray Contours from Single Nozzle at 40 psi in Cold Flow (X –Y units in m) 

 

The approximately 5% discrepancy between the injected mass and the measured mass is likely 

due to the resolution of the grid used. While a higher grid resolution may be needed, time 

constraints prohibited taking more data points. Sampling an exit plane of the experimental 

apparatus using the same grid density took approximately 5 hours. As the validation was 

performed in a cold flow, zero evaporation was assumed, resulting in an error of +/- 5% for this 

type of data collection technique. As this error was calculated using a specific grid density, this 

grid density was used for all further water collection traverses. The spray out of the nozzle in this 
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test does not look perfectly rotationally symmetric. This is likely due to the grid density of the 

measurements failing to fully resolve the different spray flux values across the exit of the pipe.  

6.5 Evaporation of Liquid Phase in Apparatus 

The evaporation of the liquid phase was calculated through measurements of the mass flow of 

water injected, mass flow of water leaking from the apparatus and mass flow of water running 

along the wall and draining off the exit of the pipe. Summaries of water collected from the exit of 

the pipe when water is injected upstream and downstream of the bend are shown in Table 6-4 and 

Table 6-5. An image of water draining off the exit of the pipe is shown in Figure 6-4. 

 

Figure 6-4: Water Running Off Flange of Pipe 
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Table 6-4: Water Collection Summary for Injection Upstream of Bend 

Injected water 1.4x10
-1

 +/- 7.0 x10
-2

  kg/s 

Collected from water collection probe 6.9 x10
-2

  +/- 3.0 x10
-3

  kg/s 

Drips collected from flange 1.7 x10
-2

  negligible error 

Drips leaking from apparatus 2.0 x10
-3

  negligible error 

Evaporated 5.2 x10
-2

  +/- 3.0 x10
-3

  kg/s 

 

 

Table 6-5: Water Collection Summary for Injection Downstream of Bend 

Injected water 1.4 x10
-1

  +/- 7.0 x10
-2

 kg/s 

Collected from water collection probe 9.7 x10
-2

  +/- 5.0 x10
-3

  kg/s 

Drips collected from flange 3.0 x10
-3

  negligible error 

Drips leaking from apparatus 1.0 x10
-3

  negligible error 

Evaporated 3.9 x10
-2

  +/- 2.0 x10
-3

 kg/s 

 

6.6 Comparison of Two Phase Temperature Probes 

A variety of temperature data was compared between the two temperature probes to determine if 

they performed differently. Averaging the temperature values for the two probes after they 

measured the same area indicated that they agreed within 2%. A sample of data sampled by the 

two probes in a high temperature gas flow with a 10% mass injection of water is shown in Figure 

6-5. 
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Figure 6-5: Comparison of Two Phase Temperature Probes 

While the two probes reported similar temperatures, their performance, their settling time and 

resolution were much different. The settling time for the separating probe was approximately 5 

seconds while the settling time for the disc obstruction probe was 2 seconds. When performing 

exit traverses with over 1,500 points this settling time difference increases traverse times by over 

an hour. Therefore the disc obstruction probe was used to take two phase gas temperature 

measurements. 
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 Measuring the centerline velocity upstream of the apparatus and determining flow rate 

from a mass correlation. An estimation water vapor from evaporated droplets was 

included from section 6.5.  

 The density of the gas mixture was determined from the temperature measured by the two 

phase temperature probe assuming that the concentration of air to water vapor was 

constant throughout the flow. The velocity of the gas was calculated using pressure 

recorded by the total pressure probe and previously calculated density. The results were 

then numerically integrated across the area of the pipe exit.  

Table 6-6: Two Phase Mass Balance 

Mass flow rate measured from upstream data 

and evaporated water 

1.65 kg/s 

Mass flow rate measured from exit with two 

phase probes 

1.88 kg/s 

 

The 15% discrepancy between the two measured mass flow rates is representative of the 

combined error between the two phase temperature probe and the two phase total pressure probe. 

The error is representative of the shortcomings of both of the probes. The gas temperature is 

underestimated resulting in a higher calculated gas density; this underestimation is likely due to 

the residence time of the recirculating air behind the disc obstruction on the probe. When water 

particles impact the obstruction disc they break up creating extremely small particles which can 

locally cool the air in the recirculation region. The total pressure probe is likely over estimating 

total pressure due to a transfer of momentum from the water droplets in the flow to the stagnant 

air in the total pressure probe.  
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6.8 Two Phase Momentum Balance 

During testing it was discovered that the injection of water led to a decrease in backpressure when 

compared to running the apparatus with no water injection. There are three main sources of loss 

in the system: friction losses, bend losses and exit dump losses. All three of these losses are 

reduced by cooling the exhaust flow because they scale with flow dynamic pressure. 

Backpressure was measured where the apparatus meets the wind tunnel exit using a pitot static 

probe. Backpressure decrease varied with water injection location as shown in Table 6-7.  

Table 6-7: Backpressure decrease due to water injection 

Backpressure coefficient Backpressure decrease 

No spray 0.29 N/A 

Injection upstream of bend 0.26 107 Pa 

Injection downstream of bend 0.26 60 Pa 

 

As discussed, the decrease in back pressure is due to the reduction in flow dynamic pressure 

associated with the evaporation of water droplets. In terms of the relative importance of the three 

contributing factors they can be evaluated according to their associated loss coefficients. For this 

length and size of straight cast iron pipe carrying fully developed turbulent flow the associated 

major loss coefficient is 0.24. For a standard 45 degree bend the associated minor loss coefficient 

is 0.35 (White 2008). For a pipe issuing to atmosphere the dump loss coefficient is 1. As none of 

these losses are negligible it is necessary to consider all of these losses when analyzing a bent 

turbine exhaust.  
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A program was written in EES by the author to correlate the measured evaporation of water to the 

measured decrease in backpressure. To calculate the pressure drop analytically the program 

requires the following inputs: air temperature in, mass flow rate of air in, mass flow rate of water 

spray in, mass flow rate of evaporated water, and mass flow rate of suspended water particles 

across the exit plane. With this input information, the program iteratively solves for the 

temperature of the gas exiting the control volume and performs the momentum balance shown in 

Figure 6-6. 

 

Figure 6-6:  Momentum balance performed by EES program to calculate backpressure 

drop 

The program makes the following assumptions:  

 constant temperature at inlet and outlet 

 constant velocity at inlet and outlet 

 constant density at inlet and outlet 

 vapor and air are perfectly mixed at exit 

 water exiting the pipe by running along the wall has no momentum 

The output from the program and comparison with experimental results are shown in Table 6-8. 

In both instances, the simple momentum balance program over-predicted the pressure drop due to 

water injection.  
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Table 6-8: Backpressure program results 

Injection location Calculated backpressure drop Difference between measured and 

calculated backpressure drop 

Upstream of bend 125 Pa 17% 

Downstream of bend 52 Pa 15% 
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Chapter 7 Single Phase Comparison  

Before two phase simulations were performed in Fluent, single phase experimental results were 

compared. This study compares the various turbulence models used in simulation to experimental 

results. Of the six turbulence models tested only three were able to properly converge on a 

solution. A summary of the turbulence models tested and their outcome based purely on 

convergence ability is shown in Table 7-1. 

Table 7-1: Ability of turbulence models tested to meet convergence criteria 

Turbulence model Met convergence criteria 

RSM No 

Standard k-epsilon No 

RNG k-epsilon No 

Realizable k-epsilon Yes 

Standard k-omega Yes 

SST k-omega Yes 

 

Based on these results only the turbulence models which met convergence criteria are shown 

below. It is likely that the two turbulence models which did not meet convergence criteria 

encountered problems resolving the large pressure gradients present due to the pipe bend. As the 

turbulence encountered in a curved pipe with counter rotating vortices will be anisotropic the first 

turbulence model used was the Reynolds Stress Model (RSM). The RSM turbulence model 

unfortunately would not converge with the meshes which had been generated and more robust 

first order closure turbulence models were used.  
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In Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2 experimental wall pressure data is compared with numerical results. 

For both the inside and outside of the wall the numerical simulations greatly under predict the 

wall pressure, with both k-omega turbulences performing slightly better. The only location along 

the wall where the numerical predictions seem to match with experimental data is along the inner 

bend wall as seen in Figure 7-2. It is important to note that qc is centerline dynamic pressure, 

therefore Figure 7-1 is a plot of the pressure coefficient.  

 

Figure 7-1: Outside of Bend Wall Pressure Comparison 
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Figure 7-2: Inside of Bend Wall Pressure Comparison 

 

In both Figure 7-4 and Figure 7-5 flow properties are taken from left to right across a horizontal 
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Figure 7-3: Orientation of all exit plane contours 
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Figure 7-4: Horizontal Velocity Comparison 
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Figure 7-5: Recirculation x-direction velocity 

 

 

Figure 7-6: Experimental secondary velocity vectors and axial velocity magnitude at exit  
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Figure 7-7: CFD secondary velocity vectors and axial velocity magnitude at exit (k-omega 

SST turbulence model used) 

 

In performing the simulations it was found that the k-omega SST turbulence model had the fastest 

convergence times and the least instability. Therefore the k-omega SST turbulence model was 
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Chapter 8 Two Phase Comparison 

This section evaluates the ability of the various Fluent models used to predict the performance of 

evaporative spray cooling systems in pipes near the vicinity of bends. As mentioned in section 

5.2.3 various thermal and discrete phase wall boundary conditions were used, in order to find the 

best numerical model which could accurately predict both injection cases.  The injections 

downstream and upstream of the bend will be discussed separately.  

It should be noted that wall pressure measurements were not reported from the collected 

experimental data. This was due to wall pressure taps becoming plugged with water and returning 

near zero pressure measurements for the majority of the taps placed on the apparatus.   

8.1 Injection Downstream of Bend 

The first parameter which was compared between the experimental and computational results was 

the mass flow of vapor which was passing through the exit plane of the apparatus. The mass flow 

rates of water vapor for the different numerical simulations run are compared with experimental 

data and shown in Table 8-1 
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Table 8-1: Experimental and computational water vapor flow rates when water is injected 

downstream of the bend 

Case Water vapor flow rate Difference 

Experimental 3.92 x10
-2

  kg/s N/A 

Droplet reflection with adiabatic 

walls 

4.60 x10
-2

  kg/s +17.3% 

Wall film model with adiabatic 

walls 

4.54 x10
-2

  kg/s +15.8% 

Wall film model with radiation and 

convection from outside of pipe 

4.48 x10
-2

  kg/s +14.3% 

 

Based on the results in Table 8-1 it can be seen that all the different models used resulted in an 

over-prediction of the amount of water being vaporized. This will consequently lead to an under-

prediction of both temperature and total pressure at the exit plane. This large over-prediction is 

likely due to the failure of the wall film model to predict any water particles running along the 

pipe wall, something which clearly occurred during experimental testing. The wall film model 

available in Fluent determines the particle fates according to Figure 2-5. If the temperature of the 

wall is above the boiling temperature of the liquid phase, which is the case in the simulations run 

here, particles will either splash or rebound depending on their incoming kinetic energy. Since no 

splashing occurred, the wall boundaries produced the reflect condition for all the incoming 

particles. The discrepancy between the reflect boundary condition and the wall boundary 

condition is likely due to the coefficient of restitution for the kinetic energy of the particle after 

impact. For the reflect boundary condition the default setting of allowing all of the kinetic energy 
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to be conserved after impact was used, while the rebound condition removes some of the 

particle’s kinetic energy after impact. It is extremely important to note that the reflected particles 

do not interact thermally with the wall in any of the fluent models. This failure to have any heat 

transfer between the walls and the droplets is likely the largest contributor to the failure of the 

Fluent models to correctly predict wall temperature.   

In Figure 8-1 the wetted surface on the inside of the pipe is indicated by the lack of mineral build 

up on the certain sections of the pipe outlined in red. Water running along the surface of the wall 

can be seen in Figure 8-2.  

The simulation using the wall film model coupled with radiation and convection boundary 

conditions on the outer wall most accurately predicted the amount of evaporated water from the 

apparatus. For this reason only data from this simulation will be compared with experimental 

data.  

 

Figure 8-1: Experimental image of wetted surface along wall indicated by lack of mineral 

deposit build up, injection after bend 
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Figure 8-2: Water running along wall, injection downstream of bend 

8.1.1 Mass Flux of Liquid Water Contours 

In Figure 8-3 and Figure 8-4 the mass flux contours of liquid water leaving the exit of the pipe are 

shown. The computational results do not predict any of the patterns which occur experimentally, 

namely the grouping of much of the spray flux near the pipe walls. The failure of the particles in 

the simulation to stick to the wall results in particle trajectories which will never match 

experimental results. The majority of the liquid exiting the pipe experimentally is located in the 

near wall region where droplets are interacting with the wall, both depositing on the wall and 

being stripped into new droplets.  
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Figure 8-3: Experimental mass flux of water exiting pipe when injected downstream of bend 

 

Figure 8-4: CFD mass flux of water exiting pipe when injected downstream of bend 

8.1.2 Total Pressure Contours 
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pressure for the two results is due to experimental over prediction and caused by the total pressure 

probe and numerical under prediction caused by an over prediction of evaporation.  

 

Figure 8-5: Experimental total pressure contour at exit of pipe, water injected after bend 

 

Figure 8-6: CFD total pressure contour at exit of pipe, water injected after bend 
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8.1.3 Exit Plane Temperature Contours 

The failure of the dry bulb temperature probe to accurately measure the gas temperature is 

evident in Figure 8-7 and Figure 8-8. Temperature scales are different as the maximum 

temperature differs by over 150
o
C between the two plots.  

 

Figure 8-7: Experimental temperature contour at exit of pipe, water injected after bend 

0  

Figure 8-8: CFD temperature contour at exit of pipe, water injected after bend 
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Even with an over prediction of evaporation occurring in the numerical simulation much lower 

temperatures are reported in the experimental data due to wetting of the thermocouple on the 

probe. While the magnitude of the temperature measured experimentally is incorrect it does 

indicate a region of higher temperature on the right hand half of the exit plane. The magnitude of 

the temperature difference across the right and left hand sides of the exit plane is likely larger 

then reported in Figure 8-7, as the regions of higher spray flux correspond to higher temperature 

areas. These regions of higher spray flux create much lower temperature measurements then 

actually occur due to cooling of the thermocouple by water particles. 

8.1.4 Wall Temperature Contours 

Comparison of wall temperature contours from experimental and numerical data reveals further 

disadvantages  resulting from the wall film model  failing to predict particle interaction with the 

wall when water is injected downstream of the bend. Numerical results show gross over 

prediction of wall temperature in all locations downstream of the injection point. Experimental 

wall temperatures remained below 300
o
C while results from numerical simulations showed 

minimum wall temperatures in excess of 330
o
C even with over predictions of water evaporation.  
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Figure 8-9: Outer wall temperature CFD, above image shows outside bend, below image 

shown inside bend 

 

Figure 8-10: Injection location, after bend injection 
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Figure 8-11: Last 0.7m of pipe, after bend water injection 

8.2 Injection Upstream of Bend 

Simulations with water injection occurring before the bend behaved much differently than the 

simulations with injection occurring after the bend.  The wall film model performed much 

differently, with particles impacting the wall at high velocity, splashing could occur. The wall 

film model in Fluent allows the user to specify the number of particles which are produced when 

a particle impacts the wall with sufficient energy to produce splashing. The default splash number 

of 4 was initially used and resulted in an extremely large overestimation of evaporated water as 

seen in Table 8-2. Subsequent simulations were run with splash numbers of 1 and 0 (meaning 

particles reflect instead of splashing); it was found that turning off the splash model by setting the 

number of splashed droplets to 0 resulted in the most accurate simulation. While the wall model 

did effectively simulate water running along the wall in some areas of the domain, it was much 

less then occurred experimentally. 
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Table 8-2: Experimental and computational water vapor flow rates when water is injected 

upstream of the bend 

Case Water vapor flow rate Difference 

Experimental 5.2x10
-2

 kg/s N/A 

Reflect boundary with radiation 

and convection 

6.3x10
-2

 kg/s +22.1% 

Wall film model with radiation and 

convection, splash number set to 4 

7.4 x10
-2

 kg/s +41.8% 

Wall film model with radiation and 

convection, splash number set to 1 

6.3x10
-2

 kg/s +20.6% 

Wall film model with radiation and 

convection, splash number set to 0 

4.8x10
-2

 kg/s -8.0% 

 

In Figure 8-13 experimental results of water running along the wall can be seen. In the darker 

areas where no mineral deposit build up is present, the walls were wet and water was running 

along their surface. A very substantial amount of water is running along the walls in experiment, 

while much less wetting of the wall occurs during numerical simulations. The particle interaction 

with the pipe wall from computational results can be seen in Figure 8-12.  
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Figure 8-12: Particle interaction with the wall, where the top image shows inside of bend 

and the bottom image shows outside of bend 

 

Figure 8-13: Experimental image of wetted surface along wall indicated by lack of mineral 

deposit build up, injection before bend 

8.2.1 Mass Flux of Liquid Water Contours  

The mass flux of liquid contours at the exit plane for the numerical simulation when water is 

injected before the bend show much greater similarity to the experimental data compared to when 
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water is being injected downstream of the bend.  This is due to nearly all the particles hitting the 

wall and sticking at some point.  

 

 

Figure 8-14: Experimental mass flux of water exiting pipe when injected upstream of bend 

 

Figure 8-15: CFD mass flux of water exiting pipe when injected upstream of bend 
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over predict total pressure. Again this discrepancy is likely due to momentum transfer from the 

particles entering the total pressure pipe and creating a total pressure which is larger than that 

from simply the gas alone.  

 

Figure 8-16: Experimental total pressure at exit plane injection before bend 

 

Figure 8-17: CFD total pressure at exit plane injection before bend 
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8.2.3 Exit Plane Temperature Contours 

Temperature contours for experimental and numerical results when the water is injected upstream 

of the bend show much greater agreement than the temperature contours for water injection after 

the bend. While the results shown in Figure 8-18 are still under predicting the actual temperature 

values, the pattern which emerges does indicate some agreement in the general temperature 

pattern between experimental and numerical results. The improvement in temperature readings is 

likely due to the decrease in water particles travelling through the exit of the pipe. With more 

water evaporating inside the pipe and more water running along the walls, approximately 40% 

less water in suspended particle form is travelling through the exit of the pipe.  

 

Figure 8-18: Experimental temperature contour at exit of pipe, water injected before bend 
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Figure 8-19: CFD temperature contour at exit of pipe, water injected before bend 

8.2.4 Wall Temperature Contours 

Wall temperature contours can be compared with data taken experimentally from an infrared 

camera. Unlike when injecting after the bend, water particles do impact the wall during numerical 

simulations. For this case, this means that for areas where particles impact the wall numerical 

data matches experimental data more closely. This is only true, however, where a large amount of 

particles interact with the wall, specifically on the outer wall of the pipe after the bend.  When 

comparing CFD and experimental data it can be seen that the numerical results under predict the 
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which are not wetted. This indicates that the failure of the numerical simulation to accurately 
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Figure 8-20: Outer wall temperature CFD 

Experimental temperature measurements were taken looking at local areas of the apparatus. This 

was done to get better resolution images and to limit the amount of temperature differential which 

the camera was exposed to. Limiting temperature differential prevented saturation of large areas 

of the images due to some areas being above the selected temperature range. Even so, each of the 

images below has saturated areas where the temperature of the apparatus is out of the selected 

range of the camera. The maximum temperatures, as determined from images taken in the same 

locations, were determined to be 398
o
C, 256

o
C and 153

o
C for Figure 8-21, Figure 8-22 and 

Figure 8-23 respectively.  
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Figure 8-21: Experimental wall temperature, at outer bend 

 

Figure 8-22: Experimental wall temperature first 0.61m after bend, outer bend 
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Figure 8-23: Experimental wall temperature last 0.3m of apparatus, outer bend 
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and Recommendations 

9.1 Use of Wall Pressure Taps in Two Phase Flow 

Wall pressure taps cannot be used to report wall pressure when water is running along the walls 

of an apparatus. Many of the pressure taps become plugged with water and either report a zero 

pressure value or a wildly fluctuating value between zero and what may be the actual static wall 

pressure. Therefore wall pressure taps do not produce meaningful reliable data which can be 

compared with CFD when water is in contact with the wall where the pressure taps are located.  

9.2 Dry Bulb Temperature Probes 

Both dry bulb temperature probes which were used in this research failed to accurately measure 

the magnitude of the actual dry bulb temperature. While both temperature probes produced 

performed nearly identically when introduced to the same flow, they both drastically under 

predicted the actual dry bulb temperature. Though the dry bulb temperature probes did not 

accurately measure actual dry bulb temperature values, they were still effective in showing the 

general patternation of temperature profiles at the exit plane of the apparatus which was useful in 

comparing temperature profiles with numerical results.  

The failure of the probes is likely due to a localized cooling effect of air which is recirculating 

around the thermocouple in both temperature probe designs. Secondary breakup of droplets may 

occur due to impact with the dry bulb temperature probes which will contribute to the localized 

cooling and therefore under prediction of dry bulb temperature. . Even with 7% and 4% mass 

flow of water in the air for injections, after the bend and before the bend respectively, serious 

under prediction of dry bulb temperature was measured.   
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9.3 Water Collection Probe  

The simple water collection probe used in this research appeared to produce the best results for 

sampling two phase flow of all the different probes used. Using a simple water-cooled bent probe, 

the amount of water spray exiting the apparatus in the form of suspended water particles in the air 

can be estimated within +/- 5%. While the other two phase probes used can illustrate general 

patterns which occur at the exit plane, the actual magnitude of these data measurements is 

incorrect. With the use of this probe accurate estimations of the amount of liquid water 

evaporated in the apparatus can be made.  

It is recommended that to increase the accuracy and reduce the required data collection time for 

water sampling probe, the data collection process should be automated. Instead of manually 

advancing the traverse every sampling point and manually measuring the mass of water collected, 

a digital scale which can report mass values back to a digital acquisition system should be used.  

9.4 Injection Effect on Backpressure 

Injecting water into the apparatus before the bend resulted in a decrease in backpressure of 

approximately 11% while injecting water into the apparatus after the bend resulted in a decrease 

in backpressure of approximately 7% compared with no water injection. While this decrease in 

backpressure looks meaningful, the actual magnitude of this decrease in backpressure is 

negligible. This means the performance of the gas turbine will not be negatively affected while 

the cooling system decreases the plume temperature of the exhaust. It was initially believed that 

the backpressure measurement could be used to estimate the amount of water which was 

evaporated in the apparatus. However, a correct momentum balance which correlates evaporation 

to backpressure must also include a mass flow value for the airborne particles passing through the 

exit plane of the apparatus. Therefore, knowing only the magnitude of backpressure decrease 

does not help to glean any other information about the performance of the apparatus.   
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9.5 Use of Total Pressure Probe 

As with the dry bulb temperature probe, the two phase total pressure probe in this research 

incorrectly measured the magnitude of the total pressure at the exit plane of the pipe while 

generating contour plots which did give an idea of the patternation of total pressure. The total 

pressure probe overestimated the total pressure at the exit of the pipe due to the addition of some 

dynamic pressure from the suspended water particles in the flow before these particles hit the 

back wall of the probe.  

9.6 Droplet Breakup 

The droplet breakup models available in Fluent 6.3.26 are not appropriate for the Weber number 

encountered in this research. Initial simulations showed that droplet breakup would not 

sufficiently occur using the available TAB and WAVE breakup models. To work around this, 

particles were injected at the size they would be after break up due to the high speed air stream. 

This particle distribution was found from experimental data collected by C.M. Varga et. al. in 

Figure 5-8 from water droplets injected into an air stream at similar Weber numbers which are 

encountered in this research.  

9.7 Buildup of Mineral Deposits on Apparatus Wall 

During experimental data collection large amounts of mineral deposits built up on the apparatus 

walls due to evaporation of municipal water. Instead of continually building up on the walls of 

the pipe as the tests continued, the scale would eventually break off and flow out of the apparatus 

as the wind tunnel was turned off and on between tests. This has important ramifications for full 

scale salt water cooling systems for large gas turbine engines. As the thermal expansion 

coefficient of salt is lower than stainless steel, the contraction of the exhaust system following 

engine shutdown will likely result in the removal of salt build up.  
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9.8 Note on Convergence Times 

Convergence times for simulations where water was injected after the bend occurred much more 

quickly than for simulations where water was injected before the bend. This difference in 

convergence times can be attributed to the presence of the wall film in simulations where water 

injection occurred before the bend. As the speed of the particles which made up the wall film 

travelled much more slowly than particles suspended in the air, simulation which included a wall 

film took much longer to converge. All simulations were performed on a quad core linux 

computer utilizing all four cores running at 2.9Ghz  Approximate convergence times for discrete 

phase simulations without any wall film present was 3 days while convergence times for discrete 

phase simulations with wall film present was approximately 7 days. It should be noted that for 

single phase simulations, convergence occurred in only about 12 hours.  

9.9 Performance of Fluent for the Purpose of Evaporative Spray Cooling Exhaust 

System Design 

9.9.1 Shortcomings of Numerical Simulations 

From this research it can be concluded that performing numerical simulations with Fluent is not a 

replacement for experimental work. While numerical simulations can produce some useful 

information they have many shortcomings including:  

 Inaccurate predictions of evaporated water, especially when water is injected downstream 

of the bend 

 Failure of water particles to wet the wall when injected downstream of the bend, causing 

over prediction of evaporation and wall temperature and under prediction of plume 

temperature 
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 Failure of water particles to wet the wall is likely caused by the no heat transfer between 

the impacting water particles and the walls of the pipe. The actual steel walls of the pipe 

were modeled in Fluent, meaning there was a thermal mass which should have been 

cooled by the impinging droplets. Further simulations should find a method of having the 

droplets cool the walls of the pipe, even if they simply reflect quickly off the walls.  

 Wetting of the wall does occur with water injection occurring upstream of the bend 

however, severe under prediction of wall wetting is calculated 

 Patternation of spray flux at the exit of the pipe is much different from experimental 

results for both upstream and downstream of bend injection points.  

9.9.2 Recommendations for Using CFD for Design  

 As done in this research it is recommended that empirical correlations for stable drop 

diameters at a given Weber number are used in the place of the break up models available 

in Fluent.  

 For the most accurate results when performing simulations of systems where water 

droplets are interacting with the wall it is recommended that the wall film model is used 

and that the splashing model is turned off.  

 Due to the large performance errors associated with the incorrect simulation of particle 

wall interaction, accurately designing systems which have large amounts of particle 

interaction with the wall may not be possible by only using CFD. Greater accuracy 

simulating evaporative spray cooling systems using CFD will be achieved if no actual 

particle wall interaction does occur. Similar work was performed by Nathon Begg 

investigating the performance of evaporative spray cooling for ejector type cooling 

systems with no experimental particle wall interaction. In that work it was found that 
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CFD was able to predict evaporation rates within 7% for all cases using CFD methods 

identical to this research with the exception of reflect boundary conditions for the particle 

wall boundary interaction type (Begg, 2011).  

  This may be possible in full scale designs where exhaust pipes are around 2m in 

diameter. In these systems water could be injected at the center of the pipe downstream of 

the bend, and may result in little particle interaction with the wall. However, this data 

could only be gathered experimentally on a full scale system, which may not be practical.  
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Appendix A 

Effect of combustion products on the primary gas phase 

The following calculations were made with the assumptions that natural gas can be chemically 

modeled as CH4 and that its heat of combustion is 54kJ/g. 

 

 Combustion equation: 

 

CH4 + 2O2   CO2 + 2H2O  

 

Mass flow rate of air through wind tunnel: 1.4kg/s 

Specific heat of air    1.02 kJ/kg K 

Change of temperature of air:    475
o
C 

Energy required to heat air:   681 kJ 

Mass of natural gas required:    12.60g 

 

Assuming complete combustion, mass of constituent gasses: 

N2:  1,106g 

O2:  243.7g 

CO2:  34.6g 

H2O:  28.3g 

Density of constituent gasses at 500
o
C: 

N2:  0.44kg/m
3 

O2:  0.51 kg/m
3
 

CO2:  0.69 kg/m
3
 

H2O:  0.57 kg/m
3 

 

Findings: 

 Total mass of combustion products 4.5% 

 Density of air at 500
o
C  0.457 kg/m

3
 

 Density of air and combustion products at 500
o
C  0.459 kg/m

3
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Appendix B 

 Use of Seven Hole Pressure Probes 

Seven hole probes are an effective method of measuring flow angles in extreme environments 

where other measurement methods would fail, such as the high temperature flows encountered in 

this research.  As seven hole probes do not require nulling (which balances or nulls the probe tip 

pressures by physically orienting the probe into the flow such that all the pressure readings 

around the centre hole are equal), they are much easier to calibrate than other probes such as five 

hole probes which require nulling to measure flows at large angles to the axis of the probe (A.A. 

Gerner et. al. 1984). The naming convention for the ports and the configuration of ports in the tip 

of a seven-hole probe is shown below from both the front and side view:  

 

Figure 0-1: Port numbering convention with principal axes, taken from Non-nulling seven-

hole probes for high angle flow measurement 

As seen above, a seven hole probe is conical shaped with a cone angle between 30 and 45 deg, 

with six outer ports surrounding a central inner port. The probes used in testing in this research 

were 6.35 mm in diameter. Due to their small size they are difficult to manufacture identically. 
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As a result of the small discrepancies between each probe, it is required that each probe be 

individually calibrated.  

The calibration method used involved positioning the probe at known angles to the flow and then 

recording the resultant seven pressures. From these pressures and the known flow angle, 

dimensionless velocity independent pressure coefficients are formed based on the differences 

from the seven measured pressures. Third order polynomial functions are then formed from the 

pressure coefficients and the known flow angles. When the probe is then introduced into an 

unknown flow field, the direction of the flow can be determined by choosing different 

combinations of the pressure coefficients depending on the relative difference of the seven 

measured pressures. The different pressure coefficients are chosen using a sectoring scheme 

which breaks down the frontal cross sectional area of the probe into six different sectors. This 

sectoring scheme is essential to the correct operation of seven hole probes as it allows 

measurement of high angle flows by selecting probe holes which have the greatest sensitivity to 

the flow. This sectoring method ensures that the pressure coefficients for ports which have flow 

separation will not be utilized for flow direction calculations. The different sectors on the front of 

the probe can be seen in Figure 0-2. 
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Figure 0-2: Sectoring scheme with sectors 1 through 7 

At low flow angles to the probe, all seven holes are used to determine the angular pressure 

coefficients while for high angle flows, as mentioned above, only holes with attached flows are 

used. For flows with small angles the complete set of pressure coefficients includes:  
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    ̅   
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    ̅   
                                                            2-13 

For high angle measurements, six pairs of pressure coefficients are generated using the following 

two general equations:  
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Appendix C 

EES code for analytical pressure drop calculator 

 

PROCEDURE integration(Tin, EnergyIn : Temperature) 
 $COMMON  EnergyIn, P1, Ma, Mwout, Mvap 
  
{Energy Balance} 
                               Tguess = 250                                                    
                               repeat 
                                              EnergyFind := Ma * enthalpy(Air, T = Tguess) + Mwout * 
enthalpy(Water, T = 60, P = P1) + Mvap * enthalpy(Steam, T = Tguess, P = P1) 
                                              Tguess := Tguess + 0.02 
                                               until ( (EnergyIn - EnergyFind)  < 5 ) 
 
Temperature = Tguess 
END  
 
CALL integration(Tin, EnergyIn : Tmix)  
 
EnergyIn = Mwin * enthalpy(water, T=8, P=101.325) + Ma * enthalpy(air, T = 500) 
 
P1 = 101.325 
Tin = 500 
Ma = 1.51 
Mwin = 0.14 
Mwout = 0.08925 
Area = 0.03345 
 
Mvap = Mwin - Mwout 
MfracA = Ma / (Ma + Mvap) 
MfracVap = Mvap / (Ma + Mvap) 
 
rhoAirIn = density(Air, T = Tin, P = P1) 
rhoAirOut = density(Air, T = Tmix, P = P1) 
rhoVapOut = density(Steam, T = Tmix, P = P1) 
rhoMix = rhoAirOut * MfracA + rhoVapOut * MfracVap 
 
Vin = (rhoAirIn^(-1)) * Ma / Area 
Vout = (rhoMix^(-1)) * (Ma + Mvap) / Area 
 
MomIn = Vin * Ma 
MomOut = Vout * (Ma + Mwin) 
MomChange = MomIn – MomOut 

 

Pdrop = MomChange / (Area * 2) 
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Appendix D 

Experimental Error Propagation 

Water injection and water sampling error 

While the sampling error shown in Table C-0-3 is only 0.051kg/m
2
 per data point the actual error 

for total flow rate of water across the exit plane is more likely in the range of +/- 5% of the 

reported value.  

Table C-0-1: Water nozzle calibration error 

Source Error  Percentage of Error 

Gauge Resolution Error 7 kPa 90.3 

Time Error 1 s 9.6 

Scale Resolution Error 0.1 g 0.1 

Total Calibration Error 0.014 g/kPa N/A 

 

Table C-0-2: Injection error 

Source  Error Percentage of Error 

Injection Gauge Error 7 kPa 47.4 

Calibration Error 1.4x10
-2

 g/Kpa 52.6 

Total Injection Error 2.6 g/s N/A 
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Table C-0-3: Sampling error 

Source  Error  Percentage of Error 

Sampling Area 2.70x10
-6

 m
2
 61.0 

Sampling Time 1 s 7.8 

Scale Error 0.1 g 31.2 

Total Sampling Error 51.6 g/m
2 

N/A 

 

Exit plane outlet traverse error 

In order to determine the mass flow error as calculated from an exit traverse the uncertainty in the 

magnitude of the axial flow velocity must be calculated.  Error in axial velocity is calculated 

assuming a 2
o
 alignment error. 
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Appendix E 

Mesh Generation 

/all units in m, thick pipe and thick boundary layer must be equal 

 

$rad_pipe   = 0.1031875 

$thick_pipe   = 0.00635  

$thick_boundary_layer  = 0.03 

$rad_round   = -0.00635 

$length_pipe   = -1.8288 

$unstructured_outside_exit = -0.05 

$unstructured_overlapping_pipe = -0.05 

$height_unstructured_region = 0.05 

$depth_unstructured_region = 0.1 

$plenum_height   = 0.3 

$plenum_length   = -0.5 

$width_of_injector_slice        = 0.0508      

 

/ width of injector slize is currently set to four inches 

 

vertex create "vertex.1" coordinates ($length_pipe + $plenum_length) $plenum_height 0 

vertex create "vertex.2" coordinates ($length_pipe + $unstructured_outside_exit) $plenum_height 

0 

vertex create "vertex.3" coordinates ($length_pipe - $unstructured_outside_exit) $plenum_height 

0 

vertex create "vertex.4" coordinates ($length_pipe + $unstructured_outside_exit) ($rad_pipe + 

$thick_pipe + $height_unstructured_region) 0 

vertex create "vertex.5" coordinates ($length_pipe - $unstructured_overlapping_pipe) ($rad_pipe 

+ $thick_pipe + $height_unstructured_region) 0 

vertex create "vertex.6" coordinates ($length_pipe - $rad_round) ($rad_pipe +$thick_pipe) 0 

vertex create "vertex.7" coordinates ($length_pipe) ($rad_pipe +$thick_pipe) 0 
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vertex create "vertex.8" coordinates ($length_pipe - $unstructured_overlapping_pipe) ($rad_pipe 

+$thick_pipe) 0  

vertex create "vertex.9" coordinates 0 ($rad_pipe +$thick_pipe) 0  

vertex create "vertex.10" coordinates $length_pipe $rad_pipe 0 

vertex create "vertex.11" coordinates 0 $rad_pipe 0 

vertex create "vertex.12" coordinates ($length_pipe + $unstructured_outside_exit) ($rad_pipe - 

$thick_boundary_layer) 0 

vertex create "vertex.13" coordinates $length_pipe ($rad_pipe - $thick_boundary_layer) 0 

vertex create "vertex.14" coordinates 0 ($rad_pipe - $thick_boundary_layer) 0 

vertex create "vertex.15" coordinates ($length_pipe + $plenum_length) 0 0  

vertex create "vertex.16" coordinates ($length_pipe + $unstructured_outside_exit) 0 0  

vertex create "vertex.17" coordinates $length_pipe 0 0  

vertex create "vertex.18" coordinates 0 0 0 

 

edge create "edge.1" straight "vertex.1" "vertex.2"  

edge create "edge.2" straight "vertex.2" "vertex.3" 

edge create "edge.3" straight "vertex.1" "vertex.15" 

edge create "edge.4" straight "vertex.4" "vertex.5" 

edge create "edge.5" straight "vertex.12" "vertex.13" 

edge create "edge.6" straight "vertex.16" "vertex.17" 

edge create "edge.7" center2points "vertex.7" "vertex.6" "vertex.10" maxarc arc 

edge create "edge.8" straight "vertex.2" "vertex.4" 

edge create "edge.9" straight "vertex.4" "vertex.12" 

edge create "edge.10" straight "vertex.12" "vertex.16"  

edge create "edge.11" straight "vertex.3" "vertex.5" 

edge create "edge.12" straight "vertex.5" "vertex.8" 

edge create "edge.13" straight "vertex.6" "vertex.8" 

edge create "edge.14" straight "vertex.10" "vertex.11" 

edge create "edge.15" straight "vertex.10" "vertex.13" 

edge create "edge.16" straight "vertex.13" "vertex.17" 

edge create "edge.17" straight "vertex.8" "vertex.9" 
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edge create "edge.18" straight "vertex.13" "vertex.14" 

edge create "edge.19" straight "vertex.17" "vertex.18" 

edge create "edge.20" straight "vertex.9" "vertex.11" 

edge create "edge.21" straight "vertex.11" "vertex.14" 

edge create "edge.22" straight "vertex.14" "vertex.18" 

edge create "edge.23" straight "vertex.15" "vertex.16" 

 

face create "face.8" revolve "edge.22" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0  

face create "face.9" revolve "edge.16" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

face create "face.10" revolve "edge.18" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

 

volume create "volume.1" stitch "face.8" "face.9" "face.10" real  

 

face create "face.11" revolve "edge.21" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0  

face create "face.12" revolve "edge.15" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

face create "face.13" revolve "edge.14" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

 

volume create "volume.2" stitch "face.10" "face.11" "face.12" "face.13" 

 

face create "face.14" revolve "edge.12" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0  

face create "face.15" revolve "edge.13" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

face create "face.16" revolve "edge.7" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

face create "face.17" revolve "edge.5" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0  

face create "face.18" revolve "edge.9" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

face create "face.19" revolve "edge.4" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

 

volume create "volume.3" stitch "face.12" "face.14" "face.15" "face.16" "face.17" "face.18" 

"face.19" 

 

/create the rest of the volumes and mesh --------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------- 
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face create "face.20" revolve "edge.10" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

face create "face.21" revolve "edge.11" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

face create "face.22" revolve "edge.2" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

face create "face.23" revolve "edge.8" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

face create "face.24" revolve "edge.1" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

face create "face.25" revolve "edge.3" dangle 360 vector 1 0 0 origin 0 0 0 

 

volume create "volume.4" stitch "face.17" "face.9" "face.20" real 

volume create "volume.5" stitch "face.22" "face.23" "face.21" "face.19" real 

volume create "volume.6" stitch "face.23" "face.18" "face.20" "face.24" "face.25" real 

 

/create pipe before bend with new coordinate system------------------------------------------------------

------------------ 

/create Second coordinate system  

 

coordinate create "c_sys.2" cartesian oldsystem "c_sys.1" offset 0.215571048 0.089292541 0 

axis1 "x" angle1 0 axis2 "y" angle2 0 axis3 "z" angle3 45 rotation 

coordinate activate "c_sys.2" 

 

/ The x value of vertexes 56 and 57 determine how far the injectors are located from the bend 

vertex create "vertex.55" coordinates 0 0 0  

vertex create "vertex.56" coordinates 0.6096  0 0  

 

edge create "edge.75" straight "vertex.55" "vertex.56" 

 

volume create "volume.9" translate "face.27" onedge "edge.75" 

volume create "volume.10" translate "face.30" onedge "edge.75" 

 

/create coordinate system in centre of where nozzles are located-----------------------------------------

---------------------- 
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/ The x offset determines how far away the injector nozzles are from the bend 

coordinate create "c_sys.3" cartesian oldsystem "c_sys.1" offset -0.4572 0 0 axis1 "x" angle1 0 

axis2 "y" angle2 90 axis3 "z" angle3 45 rotation 

 

/generate geometry for injectors 

 

coordinate activate "c_sys.3" 

 

face create "face.300" radius 0.2 xyplane circle  

face move "face.300" offset 0 0 -0.0508 

 

volume split "volume.1" faces "face.300" connected keeptool 

volume split "volume.2" faces "face.300" connected keeptool 

 

face delete "face.300" lowertopology 

 

volume delete "volume.7" "volume.8" lowertopology 

 

volume create "volume.30" translate "face.29" vector 0 0 0.1016 

volume create "volume.31" translate "face.26" vector 0 0 0.1016 

volume create "volume.32" translate "face.33" vector 0 0 0.4064 

volume create "volume.33" translate "face.35" vector 0 0 0.4064 

 

coordinate activate "c_sys.1" 

 

volume create "volume.7" revolve "face.38" dangle 45 vector 0 0 1 origin 0 0.3048635  0 

volume create "volume.8" revolve "face.40" dangle 45 vector 0 0 1 origin 0 0.3048635  0 

 

coordinate activate "c_sys.2" 

 

volume create translate "face.43" vector 0.6096 0 0 
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volume create translate "face.45" vector 0.6096 0 0 

 

coordinate activate "c_sys.3" 

 

/----------------------------------PERFORM ALL MESHING OF MODEL-------------------------------/ 

 

 /Boundary Layers & Size Functions 

blayer create "b_layer.1" first 0.0001 growth 1.118 total 0.0222407 rows 28 transition 1 trows 0 

uniform 

blayer attach "b_layer.1" volume "volume.2" "volume.30" "volume.32" "volume.7" "volume.13" 

"volume.3" face "face.30" "face.31" "face.36" "face.41" "face.46"  "face.16" 

 

sfunction create sourceedges "edge.28"  startsize 0.005 growthrate 1.2 sizelimit 0.01 

attachvolumes "volume.5" fixed 

sfunction create sourcefaces "face.23" "face.18" "face.20" startsize 0.007 growthrate 1.1 sizelimit 

0.03 attachvolumes "volume.6" fixed 

 

sfunction create sourceedges "edge.39" "edge.44" startsize 0.0045 growthrate 1.1 sizelimit 0.0045 

attachfaces "face.26" "face.35" fixed 

sfunction bgrid attachfaces "face.26"  

 

sfunction create sourceedges "edge.25" startsize 0.0052 growthrate 1.05 sizelimit 0.006 

attachfaces "face.9" fixed 

 

/Mesh faces around unstructured regions as structured faces 

 

face mesh "face.14" map size 0.0035 

face mesh "face.19" map size 0.0035 

face mesh "face.15" map size 0.0035 

face mesh "face.18" pave size 0.0035 

face mesh "face.17" triangle size 0.0028 

face mesh "face.12" map size 0.005 
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face mesh "face.9" pave size 0.009 

 

volume mesh "volume.4" tetrahedral size 0.006 

 

volume mesh "volume.3" tetrahedral sizelimit 0.007 growthrate 1.05 size 0.0006 

 

volume mesh "volume.2" cooper source "face.12" "face.29" size 0.008 

 

volume mesh "volume.1" cooper source "face.9" "face.26" size 0.008 

volume mesh "volume.30" cooper source "face.29" "face.33" size 0.008 

volume mesh "volume.31" cooper source "face.35" "face.26" size 0.008 

volume mesh "volume.32" cooper source "face.33" "face.38" size 0.008 

volume mesh "volume.33" cooper source "face.40" "face.35" size 0.008 

volume mesh "volume.7" cooper source "face.38" "face.43" size 0.008 

volume mesh "volume.8" cooper source "face.45" "face.40" size 0.008 

volume mesh "volume.13" cooper source "face.43" "face.48" size 0.008 

volume mesh "volume.14" cooper source "face.50" "face.45" size 0.008 

 

volume mesh "volume.5" cooper source "face.22" "face.19" size 0.008 

volume mesh "volume.6" cooper source "face.18" "face.20" "face.25" "face.23" size 0.008 

 

/Create boundaries 

 

physics create "Outer Wall" btype "WALL" "face.46" "face.41" "face.36" "face.31" "face.30" 

physics create "Mass Inlet" btype "MASS_FLOW_INLET" face "face.48" "face.50" 

physics create "Plenum Inlets" btype "PRESSURE_INLET" face "face.14" "face.21" "face.22" 

"face.24" 

physics create "Plenum Outlet" btype "PRESSURE_OUTLET" face "face.25" 

physics create "Exit of Pipe" btype "INTERIOR" face "face.12" "face.9" 
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Physics Create "All Fluid" ctype "FLUID" volume "volume.1" "volume.2" "volume.3" 

"volume.4" "volume.5" "volume.6" "volume.30" "volume.31" "volume.32" "volume.33" 

"volume.7" "volume.8" "volume.13" "volume.14" 
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Appendix F 

Fluent 6.3.26 Journal 

grid check 

; 

define models viscous ke-realizable  

;Enable the realizable k-epsilon model? [no] 

y 

define models energy 

;enable energy modesl? [yes] 

y 

;compute viscous energy dissipation? 

n 

;include pressure work in energy equation 

n 

;include kinetic energy in energy equation 

n 

;include diffusion at inlets  

n 

; 

; 

define models viscous near-wall-treatment enhanced-wall-treatment 

;Enable enhanced wall functions? 

yes 

; 

; 

define boundary-conditions mass-flow-inlet 

;zone id/name [mass_inlet] 

mass_inlet 

;Reference Frame Absolute [yes] 

y 

;Mass Flow Specification Method: Mass Flow Rate [yes] 

y 

;use profile for mass flow rate? [yes]  

n 

;Mass Flow Rate (kg/s) [1] 

1.4 

;use profile for supersonic gauge pressure [no] 

no 

;Total Temperature (k) [300] 

773 

;Use Profile for Supersonic/Initial Gauge Pressure [no] 

no 

;Supersonic/Initial Gauge Pressure (pascal) [0] 

0 
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;Direction Specification Method: Direction Vector [yes] 

no 

;Direction Spec Method: Normal to Boundary [no] 

yes 

;Turbulent Spec Method: K and Epsilon [yes] 

no 

;Turbulent Spec Method: Intensity and length scale [no] 

no  

;Turbulent Spec Method: Intensity and Viscosity Ratio [no] 

no 

;Turbulent Spec Method: Intensity and Hydraulic Diameter [no] 

yes 

;Turbulent Intensity (%) [10] 

10 

;Hydraulic Diameter (m) [1] 

0.206375 

; 

; 

define boundary-conditions pressure-inlet 

;Reference Frame: Absolute [yes] 

yes 

;Use Profile for Gauge Total Pressure? [no] 

No 

;Gauge Total Pressure (pascal) [0] 

0 

;Use Profile for Supersonic/Initial Gauge Pressure [no] 

No 

;Supersonic/Initial Gauge Pressure (pascal) [0] 

0 

;Use Profile for Total Temperature? [no] 

No 

;Total Temperature (k) [300] 

293 

;Direction Spec Method: Direction Vector [no] 

No 

;Direction Spec Method: Normal to Boundary [yes] 

Yes 

;Turbulent Spec Method: K and Epsilon [yes] 

No 

;Turbulent Spec Method: Intensity and Length Scale [no]  

Yes 

;Turbulent Intensity (%) [10] 

1 

;Turbulent Length Scale (m) [1] 

0.206375 

; 

; 
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define boundary-conditions pressure-outlet 

;Use Profile for Gauge Pressure? [no] 

No 

;Gauge Pressure (pascal) [0] 

0 

;Use Profile for Backflow Total Temperature? [no] 

No 

;Backflow Total Temperature (k) [300] 

293 

;Backflow Direction Spec Method: Direction Vector [no] 

No 

;Backflow Direction Spec Method: Normal to Boundary [yes] 

Yes 

;Turbulent Spec Method: K and Epsilon [yes] 

No 

;Turbulent Spec Method: Intensity and Length Scale [no] 

Yes 

;Backflow Turbulent Intensity (%) [10] 

2.5 

;Backflow Turbulent Length Scale (m) [1] 

0.206375 

;Radial Equlibrium Pressure Distribution [no] 

|No 

;Specify Average Pressure Specification [no] 

No 

;Specify targeted mass flow rate [no] 

No 

; 

; 

define materials change-create 

air 

;change density? [no] 

Yes 

;Density methods: (constant ideal-gas incompressible-ideal-gas boussinesq piecewise-linear  

;piecewise-polynomial polynomial user-defined) 

;new method [constant]  

incompressible-ideal-gas 

; 

;change specific heat [no] 

Yes 

;Cp (Specific Heat) methods: (constant piecewise-linear piecewise-polynomial polynomial 

;kinetic-theory) new method [constant] 

piecewise-linear 

;number of points [2]  

4 

;point 1 
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;x (k) [0]  

300 

;y (j/kg-k) [0]  

1005.45 

;point 2 

;x (k) [0]  

400 

;y (j/kg-k) [0]  

1014.20 

;point 3 

;x (k) [0]  

500 

;y (j/kg-k) [0]  

1030.30 

;point 4 

;x (k) [0]  

773 

;y (j/kg-k) [0]  

1091.59 

; 

;change Thermal Conductivity? [no]  

Yes 

; 

;Thermal Conductivity 

;methods: (constant piecewise-linear piecewise-polynomial polynomial kinetic-theory user-

defined) 

;new method [constant]  

piecewise-linear 

;number of points [2]  

4 

;point 1 

;x (k) [0]  

300 

;y (w/m-k) [0]  

0.02619 

;point 2 

;x (k) [0]  

400 

;y (w/m-k) [0]  

0.03354 

;point 3 

;x (k) [0]  

500 

;y (w/m-k) [0]  

0.04028 

;point 4 
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;x (k) [0]  

773 

;y (w/m-k) [0]  

0.056328 

; 

;change Viscosity? [no]  

Yes 

; 

;Viscosity 

;methods: (constant piecewise-linear piecewise-polynomial polynomial power-law sutherland 

kinetic-theory user-defined) 

;new method [constant]  

piecewise-linear 

;number of points [2]  

4 

;point 1 

;x (k) [0]  

300 

;y (kg/m-s) [0]  

0.00001819 

;point 2 

;x (k) [0]  

400 

;y (kg/m-s) [0]  

0.00002260 

;point 3 

;x (k) [0]  

500 

;y (kg/m-s) [0]  

0.00002637 

;point 4 

;x (k) [0]  

773 

;y (kg/m-s) [0]  

0.000034418 

; 

;change Molecular Weight? [no]  

No 

;change Thermal Expansion Coefficient [no]  

No 

;change Speed of Sound [no]  

; 

; 

solve set discretization-scheme temperature 

;Convective discretization scheme for Energy (0 1 2 4 6) [0]  

1 

; 

solve set discretization-scheme pressure 
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; 

Convective discretization scheme for Pressure (10 14 11 12 13) [10]  

12 

; 

solve set discretization-scheme mom 

; 

:Convective discretization scheme for Momentum (0 1 2 4 6) [0]  

1 

; 

solve set discretization-scheme epsilon 

;Convective discretization scheme for Turbulent Dissipation Rate (0 1 2 4 6) [0]  

1 

; 

solve set discretization-scheme k 

; 

Convective discretization scheme for Turbulent Kinetic Energy (0 1 2 4 6) [0]  

1 

; 

; 

solve monitors residual check-convergence 

;Check convergence of continuity residuals? [yes]  

No 

;Check convergence of x-velocity residuals? [yes]  

No 

;Check convergence of y-velocity residuals? [yes]  

No 

;Check convergence of z-velocity residuals? [yes]  

no 

;Check convergence of energy residuals? [yes]  

No 

;Check convergence of k residuals? [yes]  

No 

;Check convergence of epsilon residuals? [yes]  

no 

;create plane points (-1 -1 0) (1 1 0) (0 -1 0) 


